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CHAPTER I 
STATE~ffiNT AND JUSTIFICATION OF THE PROBLEM 
Definition of the Problem 
Music is increasingly important in the school curriculum today as 
11 
Pitts points out: 
"The vitilizing effect of socially purposeful music activities 
ought to be fully recognized and capitalized in school curricula." 
An important period in the life of the developing youngster is that of 
t he early teens. The fact that more and more boys and girls are emotionally 
maladjusted is brought to the attention of the public each day. M~sic is 
one means of helping teen-agers meet the emotional impact of the y pressures 
presented to them in this world in which we .live. Pitts also says: 
"One of the most important functions that music can, and is so 
naturally fitted to perform is that of providing the incentives needed for 
inducing children to gain masteries under their own power." 
To find out what is being done musically for boys and girls of this 
age level in the schools of Massachusetts is the purpose of this study. 
Source and Justification 
The need for a study of this sort was suggested by Ivlrs. Martina M. 
Driscoll, supervisor in education in the field of public school music for 
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. A survey of what is being done in 
1/ Pitts, Lilla B., The Music Curriculum in a Changing World, New York: 
Silver Burdett and Company, 1944, p. 83 . 
~/ Pitts, ~., p. 80. 
the junior high schools in Massachusetts has not been made for a number of 
year s and the results of this project will be used by the state department. 
This study will include information concerning teaching staff, 
equipment, program and scheduling, textbooks, content of the genera l music 
program, extent of the instrumental program, funds provided, integration 
with other subjects, participation in music festivals, marking, and other 
11 
pertinent items. The writers hope to find out if, as Perry suggests 
they should, music teachers are utilizing "the devices and technics which 
good classroom teachers have used for many years: movies and filmstrips; 
tape recordings; visual aids such as pictures and flannelboards; and 
demonstrations by junior-high students and outside experts ." 
Definitions of Terminology , 
This study is concerned with the music being offered to boys and girls 
in grades seven, eight, and nine. In many schools these three grades will 
be in one building called a junior high school, but because of crowded 
conditions many school systems are having to place the ninth grade in the 
high school and the sixth grade in the junior high school. In some cases 
the seventh and eighth grades are part of the elementary system. Any 
information obtained on these three grades will be included because the 
important information concerns the music opportunities provided today in 
our schools r egardless of what type of grade organization is employed. 
All towns and cities in the state of Massachusetts with supervisors of 
music will be surveyed. 
i/ Perry, Margaret C., "Let 1 s ~et on with the Music, 11- Journal of the 
National Education Association, 41:492, November , 1952, p . 493. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Research in Relation to General Music 
Teaching music to seventh, eighth and ninth graders is a job that 
many qualified persons do not want to attempt . There is something about 
this age level that demands much of any teacher; and yet, as Andrews and 
1/ 
Leeder- say: "Ho group of pupils is more spirited, enthusiastic, and 
rewarding in terms of return on the teacher's investment than is a junior-
high school group." 
Continuing they say: 
Yet , there seems to be an opinion prevalent among 
teachers to the effect that the junior high school is a 1 hot 1 
spot in which to teach: too hot for comfort, in fact. 
Music teachers are no exception to those holding this opinion. 
The problems of adolescence are manifold at the junior high level. 
These boys and girLs are restless, wanting to be treated as adults and not 
yet sure that they will be. They usually have the problem of adjusting 
to a new school situation. This is a trying period for both the boys and 
2.1 
girls as well as the adults who are responsible f or them as Gehrkens 
relates: "Adolescence should be regarded as a disease that must run its 
course and that will probably leave the child purified and changed in 
1/ Andrews, Frances M., and Leeder, Joseph A., Guiding JUnior High School 
Pupils in Music Experiences, New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1953, p. 28. 
y Loc cit. 
2/ Gehrkens, Karl Wilson , ~ in the Nunior High School, Boston: 
C. C. Birchard and Co., 1936, p. 37. 
3 
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various ways." 
The teacher in the music class quite often finds more problems. The 
boy's voice is changing and he does not want to sing and sound foolish. 
In the music class lack of ability shows; perhaps others have had private 
instruction or came from a school where they received more musical 
11 
training, therefore Andrews and Leeder point out that: "It would appear 
likely that in no other area of instruction does the public-school teacher 
face a wider range of readiness levels than he does in the music class." 
In addition, the music teacher who thinks only of music and sees no 
reason why every child should not think that life should revolve around y 
music often complicates the situation. This is why Kerslake points out 
Music is only part of a well-balanced life , and certainly 
education and recreation are equally important, to say nothing 
of the even more important matter of character building . That 
is why it is important that the teacher should be a well- balanced 
personality. Enthusiasm for your subject is essential , but 
it should not be the only consideration in your life . 
The music teacher must keep all these things in mind in teaching 
jQ~ior high music. These boys and girls need variety, understanding, and 
a feeling of worth to what they are doing. They would like to know the 
the teacher feels they are adult enough to help plan their program as 
Jl 
Gehrkens suggests: 
And the teacher will consciously seek variety of 
presentation as well as material and will welcome pupil 
suggestion as well as participation in making lesson plans . 
1/ Andrews and Leeder, oo. ci~., p. 88. 
2;/ Kerslake, Victor, 11How Important Is Music?" Etude, 72:16-17, August , 
1954, p. 16. 
2/ Gehrkens, QE· cit . , p. 37. 
4 
- 11 
Also the findings of the Music Educators National Conference point 
out the value of this: 11 In all planning there should be teacher-student 
collaboration." 
Junior high students get bored do ing the same thing all the time; 
therefore the teacher must be ever ready to change the methods and 
?:.1 
materials used as related by Perry: "The very nature of adolescence 
demands activity, a variety of beneficial activities, and we must provide 
these in the general music class." 
;./ 
Andrews and Leeder suggest: "But part of the business of holding the 
interest of junior-high-school boys and girls lies in avoiding routine; 
therefore, use different approaches to the music they hear •1t 
Teachers must know what these boys and girls are like and be "ready to 
laugh with them when something funny happens or while they are singing a 
humorous song, but letting them know that this ia a work period and that 
you will not tolerate mere adolescent foolishness." accor ding to Gehrkens¥ 
Mursell~dvises: 
I would put first of all imagination in dealing practically 
wi t h the problem of bringing music to your children. You 
want to organize rich, repaying, many-sided musical experiences 
for and with the children whom you knww as human beings. 
Teachers must realize that adolescents are concerned with the present 
1J Nohavec, Hazel B., (Editor), Music Education Curriculum Committee 
Reports, Chicago: Music Educators National Conference, 1945, p. 3. 
2:1 Perry, Margaret C. , "Let 1 s Get on with the Music, 1, Journal of the 
National Education Association, 41:492-492, November, 1952, p. 492. 
l/Andrews and Leeder, ~cit., p. 202. 
~/Gehrkens, op. cit., p. 37. 
2.1 Mursell, James L., n ~1Iusic and the Classroom Teacher, New York: Silver 
Burdett Company, 1951, p. 85. 
JJ 
and Kerslake indicates this: 
Now it is quite true that the classical composers have 
left a wealth of music which all music lovers should cultivate, 
but the impact of the popular song and dance tune on the 
average teen-ager must be recognized . 
Most educators agree that music is an essential part of the junior 
high school curr iculum for all boys and girls not just the talented few. 
In a democratic school system, music must be for all and "the general 
music class in the junior high school is the heart of the music program" 
2:1 
according to Andrews and Leeder. 
Because the general music class is required in most seventh and 
21 
ei ght h grades as found by Cavalieri in her thesis and is not generally 
!J 
required in high schools as found by rklzur in his thesis, a two fold 
responsibility presents itself. First, this is a class for all with 
t heir varying abilities'· interests and future vocations; and second, 
this is, for the majority, the last instruction they will have in music. 
It would be desirab~ee for them to have music in all twelve grades but as 
21 
Billett points out, although 
• art and music are indispensable phases of a well-rounded 
general education at the secondary school level, it always 
1/ Kerslake, op. cit., p. 17. 
g/ Andrews and Leeder, op. cit., p. 102. 
~/ Cavalieri, Louise T., A Survey of Existing Music Programs and 
Scheduling Practices in Junior Hi h Schools of Lar e Cities in the United 
States, (Unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, 1951 , p . 37. 
!J Mazur, Matthew G. , A Studv of Secondary Music Programs in the Public 
Schools of Communities Between 10,000 - 15,000 Population in the United 
States , (Unpublished Waster's thesis, Boston University, 1953), p. 61. 
2/ Billett, Roy 0., Fundamentals of Secondary- School Teaching with 
Emphasis on the Unit Method, Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1940, p. 404. 
6 
has been true and it still is true that typical secondary-
school programs in art and music are too limited and 
formalized in scope, purpose, content, organization, and 
methods of classroom presentation to merit a constant place 
in the general education of all youth at the secondary level. 
Music educators will have to do something about this for as Sommers 11 
says: 
All children should have the opportunity for continuing 
experiendes with music of a general nature, planned to meet 
their interests and needs. Music education is one of today's 
fundamentals in the process of continued adjustments which is 
necessary to meet the emotional impact of the pressure for 
decisions which confront us daily. 
With the trend in recent -years toward more leisure time for all 
persons the music teacher is challenged to prepare these future adults to 
use ' their time for cultural pursuits as indicated by Andrews and Leeder: 
Music on the senior-high-level is largely elective, the 
junior-high-school years are the end of the pupil's opportunity 
to identify himself with music. Thus it is important that he 
be given an experience during the junior-high-school years and 
that this opportunity be made available for all students 
through the required music course. 
21 
Dykema and Cundiff say: 
The junior high music instructor- must not only consider 
what opportunities the children have had, what has been gained 
from the opportunities by the children individually considered, 
but he must also consider that these children are growing and 
changing rapidly. 
!:1 
Mursell instructs the junior high teacher to take the child as he 
jJ Sommers, Herbert H., "Music in the Schools,"~~' 70:10-11, 
Novemb~r, 1952, p. 11. 
~/ Andrews and Leeder, ~cit., p. 68. 
:2,/ Dykema, Peter W., and Cundiff, Hannah M., New School Music Handbook, 
Boston: C. C. Birchard and Co., 1923 , p. 246. 
~/ Mursell, James L., Music in_American Schools , New York: Silver 
Burdett Co., 1943, p. 139. 
?:/ 
7 
finds him and by group and individual work take him on to higher under-
standings: 
A basic orientation in favor of music should have 
established itself, and it should have been consolidated 
and given point and precision by the emergence of specific 
technical controls and insights. And now the process must 
be carried further by expanding musical horizons and more 
precise and independent skills. This is brought about by 
the introduction of more exacting musical situations and 
activities and richer and more complex materials than the 
younger child can handle with advantage. 
11 
Perry says another reason for junior-high general courses is that: 
Music is essentially a group activity - we sing together, 
listen together, play instruments together and such activities 
also provide opportunities for self-expression , emotional 
release, and a change in the daily routine . Through appreci-
ation of music of other peoples , students develop a sympathy 
for and some understanding of others. y 
It is recommended by Dykema and Cundiff that the general music 
course be given in a regular classroom , two periods a week , plus one 
period a week of general chorus. The objectives of the music teacher 
2.1 
should, according to Dossett fall into the following categories: 
1) give each child a rich singing experience , 2) provide an opportunity 
for many rhythmic responses, J) promote creative work in original compo-
sitions, making instruments and interpreting music, 4) provide listening 
activities so that radio, concerts, and out-of-school music can be 
enjoyed intelligently, 5) give actual participation with instruments, 
1/ Perry, on. cit., p. 492. 
~/ Dykema and Cundiff, OQ. cit., p. 256. 
~/ Dossett, Mildred J . , An Anal~is of ~ventv-Four Outstanding Curriculum 
Guides to Children's Music Educati on, (Unpublished Master's thesis, 
George Peabody College for Teachers, Graduate School of Education, 
Nashville~· Tennessee, 1946), pp. 74-77. 
6) study music reading and score, 7) integrate music with school subjects 
and everyday living, and 8) play goals for music education and evaluate 
outcomes in light of child development. 
Although the idea of music class being just a singing period , and 
nothing else, is no longer in vogue, singing is still one of the most 
essential parts of a genera l music class. Boys and girls all have voices 
and they should experience the joy of using them together. One way is 
11 
suggested by Thompson and Nordholm: 
At this level , there should continue to be a great deal 
of rote singing done for recreation and enjoyment. If possible , 
the rote singing should be done with piano accompaniment, with 
emphasis placed on artistic interpretation. y 
Most authorities advocate part singing, but like Beattie caution 
against too much drill: "The junior high school grades are not the ones 
. for drill . Over-emphasis on drill will be fatal to interest and interest 
is paramount." 
The teacher has to sense the time that each class can spend on 
singing part music and by using as many varieties of presentat ion and 
song material as possible to keep the boys and girls interested. Andrews 
2.1 
and Leeder suggest us ing a "Song Bag" in which the class places the names 
of songs learned . The value of having a general chorus where part music 
!tl 
is sung is suggested by Beattie. The fact that in a single class the 
y~pson, Carol 0. , and Nordholm, Harriet, Keys to Teaching Elementary 
Sch£.Q1 Music, Minneapolis: Paul A~ Schmitt Music Co., 1949, p. 189. 
~~ Beattie, John Walter, Music in the Junior High School, New York: 
Silver Burdett and Co., 1930, p. 120. 
2.1 Andrews and Leeder, op. cit., p. 68. 
~~ Beattie , op. cit., p. 104. 
9 
parts might not be equally balanced and they would be in a large group, 
plus the fact that above average groups in mental ability read music well 
and can act as leaders in giving all the boys and girls a chance to enjoy 
being part of a chorus that sings part music well , is a convincing 
argument for scheduling general chorus. 
Voice testing must be done at frequent intervals especially for boys 
whose voices are changing. Music written for the changing voice, 
1/ 
cambria ta, is available now in many song books. Andrews and Leeder- tell 
us: 
The most important thing is to keep the boys singing 
throughout this changing period . The boy needs encouragement 
from the teacher, and it is at this time many boys are lost 
to music because of a popul~r fallacy that changing voices are 
not pleasing in quality. 
In choosing songs , the teacher should please the boys first as the 
girls will usually go along with the wishes of the boys. Also the teacher 
should give the students a chance to choose songs for themselves. y 
Perry relates that "they like to sing all types of songs if they are 
given an opportunity11 and they must have an opportunity to sing all types: 
folk songs , r acial and national music, art songs and ballads, church 
music, part songs, opera: . selections, melodies from instrumental works, 
and popular songs. In order to do this, one should have a variety of 
song books and song slides available for use . 
To sing well one must learn how to read music and the teaching of 
these skills is a fundamental part of the general music program. First 
1/ Andrews and Leeder , on. cit., p. 141. 
?} Perry, oo. cit., p. 493. 
the teacher has to find out how much the students already know, review 
it, and teach whatever additional skills are necessary for the work they 
11 
are doing. Mursell describes this procedure: 
Strategically placed review, then , is altogether desirable. 
But it should always be creative rather than repetitive -
that is to say, it should mean applying what has already been 
learned to new situations and challenges. 
As the students sing a song the musical terms , key, and time related 
to the material should be discussed. Such things as mystery tunes can 
be used to arouse natural curiosity of students in learning how to read 
music. F Clef for the boys should be explained when the boys actually 
have to begin reading it for a specific song. Skills, in general, are 
taught as a functional phase of the music program according to Dykema and y 
Cundiff. 
Performing for others is one of the joys of learning to do something 
well, a means of self-expression. Every general music class should give 
individual and small groups a chance to perform for the others in the 
class either vocally or instrumentally. Sometimes the group can tape 
record a song and listen to it. Youngsters should also have a chance to 
"make music" with eigher a conventional instrument or an easy-to-play 
instrument such as the autoharp, marimba, ukulele, maracas, claves, bongo 
drums, recorders, or the like. "No program of music for your children can 
be rounded and complete unless it includes the experience of music making 
l/ Iviursell, op. ci~., p. 140. 
~/ Dykema and Cundiff , op. cit., p. 262. 
11 
by instrumenta l means" says Mursell.l/-
"Organize listening experiences in order to helo your children to 
· -y 
discover dif ferent ways of listening 11 advises Mursell. The old idea of 
playing a record of a classic and calling it music appreciation is out. 
Music appreciation should be learned through all phases of the music 
program and listening experiences should be varied. When students, 
teachers, or professiona l musicians perform in the class the others 
listen. When they listen to records it should be for a specific purpose: 
to hear a song that is beyond the student 's ability to perform, to hear 
different voice types, to hear instruments, to hear examples of different 
for ms of music, to hear rhythms, to hear examples Of different schools of 
music and samples of composer's works, and to listen to music for fun. 
The aim of the classroom experience is "more to broaden musical horizons 
than to penetrate deeply into any particular area of music 11 according to 
11 
Andrews a nd Leeder. Radio, concerts, television, motion pictures, 
filmstrips as well as records should be included in the listening 
experience of the students giving them an opportunity to make discrimi-
4/ 
nating observations. Thompson and Nordholm say that "there should be 
much listening to good music so that the musical masterpieces of the 
world may be appreciated and understood", but the teacher should carefully 
plan the presentation of records in a variety of ways and keep the 
listening period short so as to keep the boys and girls interested. 
~~11, James L., Music and the Classroom Teacher, New York: Silver 
Burdett Co~, 1951, p. 204. 
~/ Mursell, op. cit., p. 151. 
l/ Andrews and Leeder, op. cit., p. 193. 
~ Thompson and Nordholm, op. ci~., p. 193. 
12 
Music should be regarded as an activity subject, one 
in whi ch boys and girls may express themselves energetically 
through singing, playing~ rhythmic activities, and group 
discussion. 
Discussions concerning composers, compositions , opinions, and music 
activities based on student reading, listening, thinking, or feelings are 
very definitely a part of the general music class. Often the basis for 
g/ 
this discussion is a unit of work as Gehrkens relates: 
Sometimes concentrating on a topic evokes a certain 
continuous interest and enthusiasm that the miscellaneous 
material of the ordinary program does not produce. And 
yet it is not the only way and must not be considered so. 
Andrews and Leeder.1/note that "The teacher constantly should point 
out to his pupils the musical activities which are available to them 
outside of the classroom and which have a direct or indirect bearing upon 
classroom experiences." 
An~ther area of responsibility in the general music class is to 
provide opportunities for creative activities. These vary for each 
individua l from the creative singing experience to making an instrument. 
Making notebooks, organizing a bulletin board, conducting the music 
class , using the music equipment, organizing an assembly program, or 
making up a dance to a particular song, all give individuals a chance 
JJ:I 
to use their ta l ents. Gehrkens says you can lt'encourage original 
11 Andre~s and Leeder, oo. cit., p. 331. 
y Gehrkens, 212.:.. cit • ' p . 38. 
2.1 Andrews and Leeder, on. cit., p. 196. 
!J:,/ Gehrkens , Karl W., 11 Music in the Junior High School, Etude , 72:22, 
August, 1954, p. 22. 
·--==----
13 
composition by telling each class that if any of them make up a song or 
instrumental piece you will give them a chance to play it." Also Mursell 
points out that u1experienc'ing music through expressive bodily movement is 
i mmensely valuable and important as movement is basi c in music." 
Although music is primarily a group undertaking thi s gives a chance y 
for small group and individual work. Mursell sums it up by stating: 
Thus when you are organizing and promoting creative 
response you are not setting up a self-bounded, limited 
lesson-wide activity. Everything turns on helping children 
to be free , to feel free to express, free to be themselves. 
Also, in encouraging and enabling your children to carry on 
creative activities, you are doing nothing less than taking 
hold of an idea, and exemplifying a spirit which can and 
should JP.eEmeate all of your work. 
2.1 
Beattie suggests many ways of correla ting music with other school 
and community work . In social studies music goes with world development 
and geography affects the music of a people . Music and art forms are 
connected and both are striving for spiritual values . The words of many 
songs were written by great poets or came from the Bible . Rhythmic 
training , grace, and symmetry are combined with music in the dance in 
physica l education classes. Music helps understanding in other subjects 
and other subjects can help in the better understanding of music . 
Marking the child in his work in the general music class is a 
difficult assignment for the conscientious music teacher . Should the 
child be marked on performance or knowledge about music studied? Is 
11 
effort and attitude a part of the mark? Most authors agree that one music 
1/ Mursell , oo-. cit., p . 114. 
2/ ~·' p. 245 . 
l/ . Beattie, op. cit., pp. 130-134. 
14 
mark does not represent the child and that a progress report would be 
11 
much better but as Mursell says: 
Marking is unavoidable because it is our universal 
method of educational bookkeeping. It's essence is a 
process of ranking on some uniform criteria of achievement, 
and the expression of this ranking by means of symbols whose 
meaning is known. 
Standardized tests are valuable in helping to identify weaknesses 
and for guidance purposes, but whether they should be used as a basis y 
for marks is questionable. As Andrews and Leeder note: 
Most pupils will become consuwers of music. But most 
low marks are based upon pupil performance. By this we mean 
that a pupil who does not sing well, read music well, recognize 
the instruments of the orchestra by sight and sound, and so mn, 
is likely to be penalized in the teacher's marking. Yet the 
reason for his failure to do well may lie in his musical 
limitations as determined by his native ability. 
This is the reason why most teachers tttake in to consideration 
attitude, interest , effort, progress, previous preparation, and indeed all 
sorts and kinds of factors, and they allow them to affect the marks they 
21 
finally assign ," according to Mursell and why he believes 11 they should 
mark in an impressionistic rather than in a strictly logical fashion." 
In addition to the general music classes for all boys and girls there 
should be differentiated opportunities available to junior-high-school 
students such as glee clubs, choirs, bands, orchestras, small vocal and 
instrumental ensembles, and operetta groups. The general music class is 
l/ Mursell , James 1 ., ];ducation for Musical Growth, Boston: Ginn and Co., 
1948, p. 309. 
;?;/ 
2.1 
----~#-
Andrews and Leeder, op. cit., p. 250. 
Mursell, og. cit., p. 309. 
___ l 
----r 
15 
-the means of promoting this as Murselll/states: 
The specialties are the branches. General music is the 
trunk. A good music program works all the time for the 
development of musical responsiveness. Certainly this can 
branch out into specializations of various kinds. But such 
specializations are living offshoots of such a program, not 
independent sequences . 
The value of special choral groups is numerized best in the Music 
2.1 
Education CurriculQm Committee Reports: 
1. The enrichment of the life of the individual through vocal 
experiences. 
2. The development of vocal skills and techniques which will 
enable the individual to use the utmost of his ability 
whether it be in performance or in the appreciation of 
the performance of others. 
3. Providing the school and the community with the opportunity 
of singing, hearing , and becoming acquainted with fine 
choral literature. 
J) 
In addition, they point out the social advantages of choral work: 
The shy, timid individual whom we call the introvert can 
through music be brought out of himself and into contact with 
his group. The person known as the extravert can come to 
know through choral performance the joy which is possible in 
group activity; he can be made aware of the necessity of the 
individual to merge his own personality with that of the 
group; he can be taught the spirit of cooperation and the 
group-feeling. 
This review of the literature concerning the general music course in 
the junior high school shows what a strategic point it is in the school 
music program. Suggestions for making this an interesting experience for 
the pupils so that they will reach out for more musical activities, 
have been made. 
17 Mursell, 2.12· cit., p . 63. 
?/ Nohavec, op. cit., p. 27. 
J) Nohavec, OP. cit., p. 28 . 
Research in Relation to the Instrumental Program 
The instrumental program in the junior high school has, in most 
cases, been treated as a continuation of the elementary program or as a 
model of the high school program. Little has been written concerning a 
program for the junior high school alone. 
11 
Prescott and Chidester recommend a five point plan, which will 
provide for a definite plan of study for each instrument in the band or 
orchestra. The program is as follows: 
Full band or orchestral experience 
Sectional practice and instruction 
Solo playing 
Technic instruction 
Chamber music playing y 
Norman adds to the above list, study under outside teachers, by 
school authority. 
If it is a well organized junior high school, the Music Educators 
2.1 
National Conference recommends the following: 
Two bands and two orchestras. Group one is used 
as a concert band and group two is used as a regular 
band. Beginners do not play in either group. y 
Cavalieri in a survey of junior high school music, found that the 
1/ Prescott, Gerald R., and Chidester, Lawrence, Getting Results with 
School Bands, New York: Carl Fischer Inc. & Paul A. Schmitt Co., 1938, 
p. 43. 
?:,/ Norman, Theodore, Instrumental Music in the Public Schools, 
Philadelphia: Oliver Ditson Co., 1941, p. 86. 
2/ Moore, Donald, "Co-ordination of Elementary and Junior High School 
Instrumental Music," Yearbook of Music Educators National Conference, 
1939-1940, pp. 243-247. 
~ Cavalieri, Louise T., ~rvey of Existing Music Programs and 
Scheduling Practices in Junior High School~of Large Cities in the United 
States, (Unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, 1951), p. 27. 
I 
I 
lj 
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most common subjects were as follows~ 
Brass ensembles 
String classes 
Instrumenta l classes 
Band 
Orchestra 
1) 
There are several types of instrumental class instruction. Norman 
mentions the following: 
Private instruction 
Lessons on similar instruments 
Lessons on instruments of related technical background 
Instruction on all instruments in one group 
2:.1 
Prescott and Chidester adds to this list the Full Band Method (all band 
instruments in one class). This method is new, but is being adopted 
J.l 
quite fast. Beattie also recommends the same types of instrumental 
class instruction a.s previously stated. 
!J 
According to Norman the most common types of scheduling procedures 
are as follmvs: 
1. Use the first thirty minutes in the morning and 
have pupils come thirty minutes early to complete 
a period, or use the last half hour and have 
children stay half hour later. 
2. Rotation or stagger plan, which has found much 
favoritism from principals and superintendents. 
Children excused from different class every week. 
3. All instrumental lessons on Saturday or after 
school hours. 
1/ Norman, oo. ci~., p. 146. 
g/ Prescott and Chidester, QQ. cit., p. 51. 
J./ Beattie, oo, cit., p. 159. 
!z/ Norman, QQ.:._Ci~., pp. 63-64. 
1R 
Prescott and Chidester11add to this, the following: 
1. 
2. 
Last half of supervised study period. 
Scheduling vacant periods during school hours. 
?} 
Cavalieri adds substituting or alternating instrumental class periods 
with minor subjects. She also concludes that instrumental lessons and 
ensembles seem to favor use of study periods, while larger groups, 
used rotation schedule. It seems that ensembles are commonly used as a 
means of sectional rehearsal and not as a group of its own. 
A fairly new type of class instruction is the piano class. Nerman 
suggests that in planning his program, the instrumental director should 
do the following: 
Consider the piano class as an integral part of the 
instrumental work and provide for its instruction on the 
same basis that is made for the other instruments of the 
band and orchestra. Be thoroughly conversant with 
materials and have as basic training in their presentation 
as is expected of him on the other instruments. 
!z/ 
Dykema and Cundiff recommend piano class instruction in the 
junior high school: 
If piano classes were widely introduced in the junior 
high school, they would probably exert a tremendous 
influence on the musicianship of our country. One of its 
most significant values is the motivation of intensive 
study of music notation, to a higher degree, because of 
the greater need of command of notation when more than a 
single tone is to be played at one time. 
1/ Prescott and Chidester, op. cit., pp . 150-152. 
g( Cavalieri, oo. cit., p. 34. 
21 Norman, op. cit., p. 44. 
!z/ Dykema and Cundiff, op. cit., pp. 322-323. 
II 
II 
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Jl 
11 The Music Educators National ConferenceJJ mentioned in a survey they 
'I made, the following ways for purchasing instruments. 
1. Board of Education 6. School activities 
2. Concert proceeds 7. Athletic department 
3. P.T.A. and Mother's Club 8. Donation 
4. Civic Projects 9. Students buy their own 
5. Re.cital 
II It was discovered that the most common method was the purchasing of 
1
.
11 
instruments by the board of education. Y 
i . 
The instrumentation of the orchestra or band, Norman states: 
"depends to a large extent upon the ideal the director has in mind and 
the vigor with which he pursues that ideal." 
21 
Norman gives the following instrumentation as a standard for 
junior ahd senior high school orchestra. 
Flute • . • • . 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 
Oboe 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 
Clarinet . . 2 2 2 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
Bassoon •• . . • . 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 
French Horn • 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 5 6 
Trumpet • . 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 4 
Trombone . . ... . . . l 1 l l l 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 
Tuba. . . . . • 1 1 1 
Harp . . . . . 1 1 1 1 2 
Percussion . . . . l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 3 3 
Violin I 4 4 6 8 8 8 10 10 12 12 14 16 18 20 
Violin II • 4 4 6 6 6 7 8 10 10 10 10 14 16 18 
Viola • . . . • . . 1 2 3 4 4 5 6 6 7 _: _7 10 10 12 
Cello • . . 2 3 4 4 4 5 5 7 8 8 8 10 lO 
String Bass • . . • 1 2 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 6 8 8 
Piano • . • • • . . 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Totals . . . . . . • 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 80 90 lCD I' II 
1;,/ Sopkin, Henry, 11Junior and Senior High School Report, 11 Music Educators 11 I gational Conference Yearbook, 1938 , p. 314. 
2/ Norman, on. cit., p. 89. 1 - =-
1' J} Ibid., p. 90. 
I 
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Prescott and Chidesterl/give a clearly defined chart, on the 
standard for Concert Band. 
Complete Average Small 
Flutes . . 0 . 0 5 or more 4 or more 2 or more 
E Clarinets 0 2 0 0 
Oboes 0 0 . . . 2 2 1 
English Horn . . . . 1 0 0 
B Clarinets . 0 0 .24 or more 18 or more 12 or more 
Alto Clarinets . 0 0 2 or more 2 or more 1 or mor e 
Ba.s s Clarinets . 0 . 2 or more 2 or more 1 or more 
Bassoons . 0 . 2 or more 2 1 
.Saxophones 0 4 or more 3 or more 2 or more 
B Cornets . . . . . 4 4 3 
B Trumpets . • • . . 2 2 2 
Fluegel Horns 0 2 0 0 
French Horns . 0 . . 4 or more 4 3 or 4 
Trombones . . • 4 to 6 3 or more 2 or 3 
Baritones . . . . • 2 to 4 2 1 or 2 
E Tubas ..... . . . 2 1 1 
BB Tubas • • • . • • 4 to 6 3 or 4 2 or 3 
String Basses • . . 2 or more l or more 1 or 2 
'1' • 
_yrnpam . . . . . . 1 1 1 
Other Percussion . . 3 or 4 2 or 3 1 or 2 
Totals • • • . • . • • 74 to 80 56 to 60 37 to 40 
The purchasing of equipment by the school is a serious step, and 
- . 2:.1 
takes much consideration. Norman makes the following recommendations 
f or the purchase of orchestra and band instruments. 
1. String basses - one for each ten members of the 
orchestra. 
2. Tubas - one for each ten members of the band. 
3. Bass drum - one l arge size drum for each band 
and orchestra numbering twenty or more players. 
4. Timpani - one pair of ordinary kettledrums for 
each orchestra or band numbering forty or more 
players. 
~Prescott and Cnidester, op. cit., p. 39. 
?/ Norman, oo. cit., pp . 105-106. 
21 
5. Bassoon - one for each band or orchestra of 
fifty players ; two for band or orchestra of 
eighty or more. 
6. French Horn - four for each band or orchestra of 
thirty-five or more. 
Other instruments which should be owned by the school desiring to 
build up a fine orchestra or band are the following: 
For Orchestra 
Cellos - one for each four violinists in the orchestra. 
Violas - one for each four violinists in the orchestra. 
Oboes - one for an orchestra of fifty players, two for sixty 
or more players . 
Harp .:. one fb:r· two for an orchestra of eighty or more players. 
Celesta - one for an orchestra of eighty-five players . 
Cymbals - one pair (Turkish) for an orchestra. of fifty or more 
players . 
English Horn - one for an orchestra of eighty players. 
Bass clarinet - one for an orchestra of eighty players. 
Contra bassoon - one for an orchestra of ninety players . 
For Band 
Cymbals - one pair (Turkish) for a band of thirty or more 
players 
Alto clar1net - one for each eight B-flat clarinet players . 
Bass clarinet - one for each eight B-flat clarinet players. 
Piccolo - one D-flat piccolo for a band of forty or more players . 
Bass saxophone - one for a band of fifty or more players. 
English Horn - one for a band of seventy or more players. 
Chimes - one set for a band of sixty or more players. 
The items in the questionnaire have been based on the junior high 
school instrumental program as discussed by the preceeding authorities. 
Research in Relation to Phzsical Eguipmeni 
Music Rooms 
IVhen present day administrators begin to plan for additional school 
buildings or t he modernization of older buildings they are very often 
cor~ronted by a public which does not realize the needs of today's schools. 
Maybe you have heard someone complain about those "luxury courses" being 
taught in high schools and junior high schools and then discover that 
the speaker means art, music , shop or even chemistry. The public must be 
educated as to the program and the facilities of their schools. 
Looking at the other side of the problem, one must recognize that 
poor teaching can be done by teachers who have ideal situations but fail 
11 
to make use of them. Andrews and Leeder tell us that everything in 
the music room should have the basic purpose of facil itating and 
enriching the musical growth of the boys and girls. The room and its 
equipment must be functional. In new school const ruction rooms should 
be provided for band, choir, music library and general music classrooms. 
In older buildings the music teacher must build up "environment" in the 
space alloted for music . y 
The American Association of School Administrators gives us some 
idea of the progress being made to provide space for musical activities. 
They state that in the years i mmediately preceeding the recent war many 
services to youth were gradually being accepted as important educational 
i/ Andrews and Leeder, on. cit., pp . 89-90. 
2/ American Association of School Administrators, American School 
Buildings, Twenty-seventh Yearbook, Washington , D.C.: 1949, pp . 17-18. 
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features by the modern administrator. Many of these such as music, 
art, health and physical education had a profound effect on school 
building. The program was expanded to include many more students in 
these activities . The music program in good schools no longer consists 
of simply classroom choral work. It now includes bands, orchestra , a 
variety of choral groups and individual instrumental work. The modern 
music program now needs acoustically treated rooms to accomodate these 
activities. 
The old red school house was once the center of community life. 
Now there is a revival of commuhity activities and the use of school 
facilities is in demand. The auditorium and gymnasium of the elementary 
or junior high school can meet the recreational needs of youth and adult 
groups. All purpose rooms can be used by band and orchestra and also 
for or~anization's meetings and other community activities. 
0 1/ 
The American Association of School Administrators go on to say 
that music in its various forms has become a basic school offering. 
In recognition of the significant part music takes in the school program 
it becomes necessary even in small elementary and secondary schools to 
plan specific areas to accomodate the music program. It is desirable to 
have the music rooms adjoining or near the auditorium stage. They should 
never be placed in basement areas. Convenient outdoor access is useful 
if the rooms are to be used by community groups. Allareas devoted to 
music should be close toget~er . 
Terraced or horseshoe shaped rooms are not necessary but the 
1/ Ibid., pp. 103-lOLt .• 
directors position should be visible from all parts of the room. If 
terraces or risers are used in the room they should be 48 inches wide and 
have 36 inches lateral space for instrument al work, and 32 inches wide 
for choral seating. If both groups use the same room the risers can be 
made 60 inches wide to accomodate one row of instrumentalists or two 
rows of singers. 
Practice rooms used in connection with music rooms should be 60 to 
80 square feet and classrooms for teaching music theory and appreciation 
should be located nearby. 
1/ 
The American Association of School Administrators- suggests 
adaptation of other areas for musical activities . The dining area can 
be used for music if the room is sound-proof, separated from the food 
preparation area and has adequate storage space. y 
Dennis and Dykema tell us that in states having a state supervisor 
of music who is a music specialist that person will be available for 
advice to larger schools having special music teachers in regard to 
;,/ 
building suitable music rooms. A committee headed by Carter which is 
preparing a reprint of the Music Education Research Council Bulletin No. 17 
states that the instruction of children is the primary function of the 
schools and that school plant and equipment are classed as non-in-
structiona1, however they continue that it is imperative that the 
17 ~·' p. 122. 
2/ Dennis,, Charles , and Dykema, Peter , "Music Supervision and Adminis-
tration in the Schools," Music Education Research Council Bulletin No . 18, 
1949, p. 6. 
1 J/ Carter and others, "Music Buildings, Rooms and Equipment, 11 lli!21£ 
Educators National Council Journal, 41:16-18, January , 1955, pp. 16-18. 
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community provide proper physical surroundings and equipment to obtain 
maximum teaching and learning efficiency. Musical activities should be 
housed in rooms carefully planned for their needs. School architects, 
acoustical experts and others work with the school administrators and 
music teachers who know the needs of their departments. 
Music rooms are somewhat more expens ive than ordinary rooms and 
should be planned for maximum usage. They can also be used for audio-
visual needs, lectures, declamatory contests, debates and group meetings. 
Small practice rooms can be used for committee meetings, phonograph 
listening or dressing rooms and make-up rooms for play production. y 
Gehrkens thinks that in a large school several rooms should be 
devoted to music. If there is only one it should have a high ceiling, 
be large and have walls and ceilings which do not reflect sound too much. 
The acoustics can be improved by having walls and ceilings covered with 
sound-absorbing materials. A good acoustic engineer should be brought 
in, as experimentation may be necessary to get just the right tone re-
flection and absorbtion. 
2/ 
Bodegraven and Wilson feel that many school administrators believe 
tha t a dequate floor space is all that is needed in choosing rehearsal 
rooms, or that the use of the gymnasium or small classroom with bare 
hard walls and no sound absorbing material is sufficient. All music 
groups should have the opportunity to practice frequently in the audi-
torium. Inexperienced players or singers are often confused by the 
1/ Gehrkens, op. cit., p. 161. 
g/ Bodegraven, Paul, and Wilson, Harry, The School Music Conductor, 
Chicago: Hall and McCreary Co., 1942, p. 62. 
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2';' 
difference in sound when changing from one room to another. Young 
conductors will feel the same experience and the r esults will be poor 
performances. 
11 
At a later reference they appea l to the music educator to makethe 
music room as attractive as possible so that pupils will like to visit it. 
It should appeal to the eye as wel l as to the ear. It should provide a 
restful r e lief from the bare unattractive classroom . They feel that 
pupils should be encouraged t o vi sit after school hours and that those 
who are not i n any musical group should feel free to drop in and use 
the phonograph record collection . 
Auditorium and Stage 
Although an auditorium i n a junior high school is sometimes classed 
as unessent i al , it can be used for many pur poses. Some of these uses 
can be found in the ~7enty-Seventy Yearbook of the Am~rican Association 
5;/ 
of School Administra t ors . They are : lunchroom, gymnasium, study hall, 
social room, classroom, as well as the centers for dramatics and 
assemblies . However they go on to advise using the auditorium only for 
dramatics and assembly functions. The size of the audito rium is 
governed by .the size of the school, school policies and program, the 
extent of co~munity use and the availability of other such facilities in 
the community . If it is to be used for scho01 use only a theatre of 
three hundred to five hundred capacity and an adequate stage may have 
more value t han a larger auditorium. Need for larger cr owds may be met 
1/ Ibid., p. 144. 
~ American Association of Schoo l Admini strators, op. cit. , pp . 114-117. 
by community f acilities or by use of the gymnasium. 
It is further suggested that the auditorium should be on the ~round 
0 
floor as near ground level as possible for convenience and safety. It 
should be accessible to school corridors and music and soeech areas 
. . 
Sufficient outdoor exits should be provided. The auditorium should be 
planned so that it can be shut off from the rest of the building for 
use during non-school hours. 
Seats in the auditorium should be fixed and selected and arranged 
for saf ety, comfort and sight lines. Special attention should be given 
to acoustica l properties to promote ease of hearing throughout the 
seating area. This involves the shape and dimensions of the auditorium, 
wall and ceiling coverings, floor materials, and upholstery . Artificial 
lighting can be used to give a soft , even light without glare. Some of 
the lights should be controlled from the rear. All the lights except 
exit lights should be controlled at the stage panel and projection booth. 
The stage should be located so that one side at least is directly 
accessible from corr idors or adjacent rooms. The minimum depth of the 
stage should be twenty-five feet. Twenty-eight to thirty feet for the 
stage is recommended for a large high school auditorium. Ample wing area 
should be provided. The area of the two wings should be equal to the 
width of the proscenium opening times the stage depth. A wide door to 
the corridor or outside is useful f or moving large properties. The 
width of the proscenium opening should be twenty-four to thirty-two feet. 
Adequate storage space should be included for stage equipment. Provision 
should be made for lighting and signal devices. 
Connections should be installed for sound movies with cables from 
near screen to projection area . Orchestra pits are not recommended for 
school . Space should be provided for the storage of stage properties . 
Costume r ooms and stage craft shops are highly desirable but not necessary, 
as nearby classrooms can serve the purpose . Ticket booth, checki ng space 
and telephone should be near auditorium. 
If a combination gymnasium - auditorium is used it should have st6rage 
space for sta.ge properties, folding chairs and the piano . It should be 
acoustically treated. In small schools a suitable auditorium-gymnas ium 
seating t wo -hw1dred to four -hundred persons should have a flat floor , 
folding cha irs and an adequate stage. 
Acoustics 
Although acoustics have been mentioned in other sections of this 
work the 1vri ter feels that ;it has enough importance to be tree. ted 
separately. According to the American Association of School AdministratorJl 
the importance of proper acoustical conditions in schools is now generally 
accepted . The maximum utility of the rooms is achieved through proper 
conditions of sound control. There are three main objections to be met : 
1) achievement of good hearing conditions in the auditorium and other 
rooms; 2) no ise control in such rooms as typing , shop and band rooms; 
and 3) sound i nsulations or reduction of sound transmission from room to 
room. Acoustical finishes for reducing noise are coming into tmiversal 
use, acoustical ceilings for sound control is recommended for all 
instructional space. Sound from the music department should not interfere 
with the rest of the building . Care must be taken that in the sound-
jj Ibid., p . 191. 
proofing the reverberation is not reduced too much. In addition to 
ceiling and wall treatment , floors should be sound absorbent and sound 
proof doors or double doors should be instal led. 
11 
Krone advises musical groups to practice in the auditorium in which 
they are to perform several times before the concert. It is better to 
have the rehearsal room les s resonant than the auditorium. The choir or 
instrumental group must get used to the differences in acoustics between 
the two rooms. Some of his suggestions f or the conductor are: listen 
to the key and tempo of the music ; check different parts of the 
auditorium for effect; avoid singing back of the proscenium arch; avoid 
thick curtains and a high celing on the stage. 
Uniforms and Robes 
Not only must our musical groups sound pleasant to the ear, but 
?) 
they must present a pleasing picture to the eye. Ward tells us that 
thi s can be achieved through uniformity. The type of dress could 
conform to the theme of the music sung . Proper costuming can always be 
managed as the material used need not be expensive but merely neat and 
clean . Good bands a l ways appear uniformly dressed . The orchestra when 
uniformly dressed makes a better appearance on the stage. 
11 
According to Gehrkens some provision should be made for the purchase, 
storage, care and repair of uniforms. If the school department does not 
~Krone, Max T. , The Chorus and the Conductor, Chicago: Kjos Music 
Go., 1947, p. 119. 
?) Ward , Arthur, Music Education for High Schools, Boston: American 
Book Co., 1941 , pp. 236-239. 
~/ Gehrkens , on. cit., pp . 171-172. 
provide them outside organizations such as a Business Men's Club, P.T.A., 
Band-Mothers' Club, etc . , can help or benefits be held. In deciding on 
a uniform it is well to remember that girls and boys of the junior high 
age grow rapidly. Capes or sweaters are best for this age group~ White 
duck trousers and skirts look well with the school colors i n the 
sweaters or capes. Overseas caps fit better than the regulation army band 
hat used by adult bands. School owned uniforms should be kept in 
lockers in the school building and worn only at publi c performances. 
Sometimes things like skirts, trousers and sweaters which can be worn 
for other purposes can be bought by individuals. y 
Bodegraven and Wilson agree that the choir should be uniformly 
dressed, but they believe that robes are not a l ways necessary . They 
feel that the costume should fit the music rendered and that robes can 
be replaced by uniforms, evening or street dress. Since ensemble work 
requires subordination of the individual to the group they suggest that 
soft shades rather than bright colors be used. 
They go on to state that the orchestra need not be in uniform but 
that there should be similarity in costume. The band should be in 
snappy uniforms but local conditions should determine the type of uniform. 
They further recommend that the conductor hold an inspection dn the 
day of the concert and that uniforms, robes or costumes be left in the 
school to eliminate the possibility of their being forgotten or ruined 
by rain. 
1/ Bodegraven and Wilson, ~11., pp. 115- 116. 
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Equipment 
11 
According to Bodegraven and ~ ilson the Board of Education should 
provide funds necessary to carry on an adequate program of music. During 
times of financial stress such funds are not always available. The 
conductor is faced with doing without or raising the funds. He should 
seek permission from his superintendent to raise money in the commQ~ity 
and talk over with him the means to be used. This eliminates ill feeling 
between the conductor and the superintendent. A good rule to follow is 
to sell only those things which give full value for the money received. 
' Good concerts, benefit movies, bridge parties, dances, cake sales are 
money makers which give tangible return t o both purchaser and seller. 
The conductor should have at his disposal an adequate number of a 
better type community song book if extensive singing in assembly is to 
take place. It should contain part songs, rounds, seasonal songs and 
action songs. It is well to buy a book that can be used for general 
music class, general chorus as well as assemblies. 
Song slides are less expensive than books but they avoid distri-
bution of books as well. However darkened rooms often bring on discipline 
problems and interpretive effects are difficult to achieve. Part 
singing is not feasible and the amount of material available is meagre. 
Material can be mimeographed if it is in public domain, but you 
must not copy copyrighted material without the consent of the publiaher. 
A bulletin board is helpful in the room and in the halls to display 
pictures and articles about musical achievements in the world and local 
II Bodegraven and Wilson, op. ci:!!_., pp. 136-144. 
notices. 
I 
I 
Every school library should contain a few books about music. If the 
music department is contemplating the purchase of new uniforms, samples 
displayed in the school library may arouse interest in the band. 
Instruments could also be displayed to aid in the development of music 
appreciation. 
The school newspaper can emphasize through special music articles the 
participation of a larger majority of students in musical activities . 
Schools with a good lending library collection are fortunate. There 
i s hope that one day records will have the circulation that books have 
today. Listening booths with good reproducing instruments should be 
provided . By loaning records to other teachers and keeping a good file on 
them greater correlation between subjects will be reached. 
11 
Krone believes t hat the best recording device is the magnetic wire 
recorder. The recording wire can be used over again and it can be played 
, and replayed indefinitely. It is compar atively expensive to other models 
but no r ecords or needles are necessary. 
2/ 
Ward- . sta tes that the use of a portable recording machine makes 
poss ible the study of actual work of the band, orchestra , choir or soloist . 
He suggest s the use of a stroboscope to analyze pitch discrepancies of 
performers since junior high age pupils do not always have their ears 
trained enough to take a pitch and the instrumentalists such as the oboe 
player have not developed to the point of giving a true pitch all the time. 
17 Krone, O£. cit., p. 129 • 
. ?/ Ward, O£. cit., p • .3.3. 
r-
Ward1/further suggests the use of reflectors to throw the printed 
page of music on the screen. He feels that the modern daylight screen 
has been developed to the point where the room need not be too dark but 
the music teacher must supervise all details. 
He advises music teachers at a later point to make full use of the 
radio by securing advance notice of educational broadcasts and planning 
a good program of 
The American 
listening for class time and home use. 
A;sociation of School Administratorsg/says 
~ . 
that 
furniture and equipment that do not make a contribution to child develop-
ment do not have a place in the classroom. It is estimated for maximum 
use, for each ten classrooms: one 16 ~m sound movie projector; one 
opaque projector; for each five classrooms: one Jt by 4 inch slide 
, projector (home made slides); one filmstrip projector; one 2 by 2 inch 
slide projector; one 3 speed phonograph and one radio FM and AM 
combination. They believe that the library is the logical center for 
the storage of these materials . 
I. v Ibid., p. 54. 
g/ American Association of School Administrators, oo . cit., pp. 103-104. 
q~ . 
• ... yt. 
CHAPTER III 
PLAN OF PROCEDURE 
General State~ 
In planning a study for the entire state of Massachusetts it was 
decided that the inquiry form be used as the most effective method of 
obtaining the desired data. The items in the inquiry form are those 
that music educators feel are necessary for a well-balanced junior high 
schoo l music program. 
Justification for the Sections of_ the Inquiry Form 
The sections in the questionnaire were chosen after extensive 
research as to what should be included in the junior high school mus·ic 
program. The sections are as follows : 
1. Basic Information. This includes facts about the person 
filling out the questionnaire , the school system and enrollment , as wel l 
as the population of the town . Types of standardized tests used and fro m 
where money is appropriated for musical activities and equipment is also 
included. 
2. ? hysical Equipment . This section includes all the factors 
essenti al in a good music room. Additional opportunity was given here 
to t ell whether the school owned choir robes , band uniforms , or adjustable 
music stands. A complete list of possible available equipment was given , 
providing the music teacher the opportunity to check which was accessible 
to him. 
L ___ _ 
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3. General Music. In this section the type of text used as a basis, 
I 
"as well as the supplementary books , could be discussed. A chart listing 
all teaching procedures in the general music classes was i ncluded to give 
a picture of the balance in the general music c lass, and the variance of 
the teacher. 
4. Music Program and ;<:!chedule. In this section the types of activity 
were listed , including number of pupils in each activity, scheduling time , 
and whether it was required or elective. 
5. Instrumental Program. Here the ~usic educator was given the 
opportunity to list all possible feature s of the instrumental program, as 
to charge for le ssons if any , school-owned instruments , and instrumentation 
of band and orchestra. 
6. Miscellaneous. This section covers a group of questi ons which 
vary in subject, but are important to a well-rounded music program. 
,Integration of music with other subjects , treatment of defective singers , 
'participation in music festivals, and the inclusion of field trips are 
listed in t his section with an opportQ~ity for comment on the part of the 
music educator . This section was also used as a means for finding the scale 
used in marking students, and on what the marks were based. Extra items 
such as awards given for musical activities , and a card fi i e for guidance 
purpo ses, wer e also included. 
Forma t 
In all i nstances an effort was made to make it possible to fill in 
1
t he answers with a minimum amount of time and writing. Accordingl y a 
great deal of information was placed on a single chart within each section 
and the respondent was requested only to check in the correct column. 
Only a few items required the respondent to write in answers . The 
maximum amount of time necessary to fill in all items was estima ted at 
one half hour. 
Distribution of Questionnaire 
The State Department of Education provided a list of all music 
supervisors for the towns and cities in Massachusetts. An inquiry form 
was sent to a representative for every town and city in the state. In all, 
two hundred and forty nine questionnaires were sent out. A stamped, 
addressed envelope was enclosed for the returns . A covering letter 
explaining the purpose of the study accompanied each inquiry form. Super-
visors were requested to cooperate if possible . 
A total of one hundred and ten people, or 44.2 per cent returned the 
questionnaires. Of these one hundred and ten only ninety eight were 
completed with sufficient information to be usable in the tabulation of 
data . 
-=---· --
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
It was the purpose of this study to determine the status of music 
in the Massachusetts junior high schools. The analysis is divided into 
six sections: 
1) General Information 
2) Physical Equipment 
3) General Music Class 
4) Program and Scheduling 
5) Instrumental Program 
6) Miscellaneous Material 
Section I 
Section I of the inquiry form was concerned with general information 
relative to types of communities and schools, teaching staff, money 
appropriations and standardized tests. 
TABLE I 
General Description of 98 Communities Participating in the Study 
Type of No. % Population No. % Enrollment No • % 
School S;y:stem 
6-2-4 37 37.76 Less than 22 22.45 0 to 200 26 26.53 
5,000 
6-3-3 30 .30.61 5,000 to .34 .34.69 200 to .35 35.71 
10,000 500 
8-4 15 15 • .30 10,000 to 22 22.45 500 to 20 20.41 
25,000 1,000 
1-8 13 13.27 25,000 to 10 10.20 1,000 to 5 5.10 
50,000 2,000 
5-3-4 .3 .3.06 50,000 to 5 5.10 Not 12 12.24 
100,000 Given 
More than 5 
100,000 
~ of School System. As can be seen from the first column of the table, 
most of the communities who answered the questionnaire (37.76%) have a 
six year elementary school, a two year junior high and a four year high . 
school. The next most popular system (30.61%) is that having a six year 
elementary school, a three year junior high and a three year high school. 
Some school systems have not yet accepted the idea of a junior high 
division as can be seen by the number of communities (15.30%) which 
reported an eight year elementary school and a four year high school. 
Also mentioned by three communities was that of a five year elementary 
school, three year junior high and a four year high school. 
Population of Communities. A little over one-third of the communities 
==""-==::::... -- -
participating (34.69%) fell within the range of 5,000 to 10,000 people. 
The group below this and the group above this; that is, less than 5,000, 
§ftd from 10,000 to 25,000, both had the same percentage, 22.45% of those 
answering. In the next range, 25,000 to 50,000 people, 10.20% were 
represented. Five communities fell within each of the next two groups -
50,000 to 100,000 and those over 100,000; so each of these groups contain 
5.10% of the communities participating. 
Enrollment in Junior High. Since 35.71% of the communities fell within 
the range of 200 t6 500 students it would seem that schools of this size 
would be most representative. Smaller schools of less tham 200 students 
may be found in 26.53% of the communities participating. Larger schools 
of 500 to 1,000 pupils may be found in 20.41% of the communities 
surveyed. Schools having a student population of from 1,000 to 2,000 were 
reported by 5.10% of those questioned. The student population was not 
given on 12 questionnaires representing 12.24% of those surveyed. 
= 
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TABLE II 
Source of Revenue for Activities and Equipment 
Source No. % 
Appropriation 88 89.80 
Earned by Performance 46 46.94 
Student Raised Fund 13 1J.27 
Community Sponsor 13 13.27 
Special Requisition to Superintendant 4 4.08 
Trust Fund 1 1.02 
Money Received through Instrumental 1 1.02 
Program 
No Answer 1 1.02 
The largest source of revenue for any music department is from an 
annual appropriation in the school budget as reported by 89.80%. The 
next largest source of money for musical activities comes from assets 
1achieved from performances as in 46.94% of the schools. Students raised 
funds and community sponsors each contribute toward the expenses of the 
music program in 13.27% of the communities surveyed. One town reported 
a trust fund for musical activities and a second uses the fees charged 
for instrumental lessons to support the music program. Only one town 
failed to include information on financing their musical activities. 
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TABLE III 
Description of Music Teachers in 98 Communities 
-
Description of Teacher No . !£ 
Music Teacher in Building 21 21.43 
Regular Classroom Teacher 1 1.02 
Music Supervisor 36 36.73 
Combination of Above 40 40.82 
From the table above it can be seen that in the majority of the 
communities, that is 40.82%, the music in thejunior high is taught by 
a combination of teachers. This means that the supervisor is aided by 
an additional music teacher or by the regular classroom teachers. 
In 36.73% of the towns the music supervisor teaches all the music. 
A special music teacher handles the music for the building in 21.43% of 
the towns. Only one town reported that the regular classroom teacher 
taught the music classes. 
TABLE IV 
Names of Standardized Tests Used 
Author Title Publisher Year No. % 
Farnum, Steven Farnum Music Psychological Corporation 1953 2 2.04 
Notation Test 
Kwalwasser, Jacot and Kwalwasser-Dykema Carl Fischer Inc. 1930 4 4.08 
Dykema, Peter Music Tests 
Kwalwasser, Jacot and Tests of Musical Extension Division 1927 1 1.02 
Ruch, G.M. Accomplishment University of Iowa I 
I Seashore, Carl; Lewis, Don; Seashore Measures of Psychological Corporation 1939 8 8.16 II 
and Saetvert, Joseph Musical Talent R.C.A. Manufacturing Co. 
I Whistler, Harvey and Musical Aptitude Test California Test Bureau 1950 1 1.02 
Thorpe, Louis 
Wing, Herbert Wing Standardized Tests Cecelia Wing: Sheffield 1948 1 1.02 
of Musical Intelligence City Training College, Eng. 
Do not use standardized 58 58.16 
tests 
Use home-made inventory 11 11.22 
type tests 
Made no response 21 21.43 
f 
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TABLE V 
Descriptions of Rooms for Musical Instruction 
Facilities Provided 
Special Music Room 
Soundproof Room 
Satisfactory Acoustics 
Auditorium 
Availability of auditorium 
to music department 
Stage - large enough to seat band 
Stage - large enough to seat orchestra 
Stage - large enough to seat chorus 
Adequate Storage Space 
Practice Rooms 
No Information 
No. 
47 
16 
34 
82 
80 
54 
56 
60 
50 
15 
3 
% 
47.96 
16.33 
34.69 
83.67 
81.63 
55.10 
57.14 
61.22 
51.02 
15.31 
3.06 
As can be seen from the table less than~ half of the communities have a 
special music room. Here the percentage is 47.96%. A very small 
percentage, 16.33% have a room that has been made soundproof. Only 34.69% 
·of those replying consider the acoustics of their classrooms satisfactory. 
While a good percentage 81.63% have an auditorium available for their use, 
the stage is very often inadequate for seating the band, orchestra or 
chorus. A little over half of those answering, 51.02% re~orted adequate s 
storage space while the others felt they needed more. Practice rooms were 
available to students in only 15.31% of 98 communities surveyed. 
- -
-- -
As can be seen from the table, standardized tests are not being used 
to a great extent in the junior high schools of Massachusetts. The 
Seashore Measures of Musical Talent (8.16%) seems to be used by those 
who advocate standardized tests. The Kwalwasser-Dykema Music Tests were 
used i n 4.08% of the co~unities. Some of those who replied to the 
questionnaire (11.22%) said they used a standard type test which they had 
made up themselves to suit their own needs or used a test which could not 
be located in any of the reliable sources of test materials. Standardized 
tests were not used at all by 58.16% of those who completed the 
questionnaire, and it might be assumed that the 21.43% who left this 
question blank do not use standardized tests also 
Section II . 
Section I I of the que stionnaire was concerned with physical 
equipment and teaching aids. 
TABLE VI 
Special Teaching Aids for Music Use 
Description of Aid 
Sufficient Number of Pianos 
Suitable Choir Robes 
Suitable Band Uniforms 
Adjustable Music Stands 
Radio 
Television 
Metronome 
Tuning Fork 
Stroboscope 
Record Player 
Record Library 
Sound Projector 
Music Publications 
Disc Recorder 
Song Slides and Projector 
Films and Visual Aids 
Music Book Library 
Wire or Tape Recorder 
No Information Given 
No. 
61 
11 
45 
77 
52 
4 
23 
16 
0 
93 
69 
82 
58 
13 
27 
63 
38 
77 
2 
The highest percentage attained by any of these aids 
% 
62.24 
11.22 
45.92 
78.57 
53.06 
4.08 
23.47 
16.33 
.oo 
94.90 
70.41 
83.67 
59.18 
13.27 
27.55 
64.29 
38.78 
78.57 
2.04 
is that of a 
record player which can be found in 94.90% of the communities. Other aids 
found in most communities are the sound projector, 83.67%; wire or tape 
recorders and adjustable music stands, 78.57%; record libraries, 70.41%; film 
and visual aids, 64.29% and pianos, 62.24%. The only listed aid not 
available in any community was the stroboscope. Less than half of the 
communities, 45.92~reported suitable band uniforms, while choir robes 
can be found in just 11.22% of the communities surveyed. 
Section III 
Section III of the inquiry form was concerned with the general music 
class, the reading system used, textbooks, and teaching procedures. 
TABLE VII 
Note Reading System Used in 98 Communities Surveyed 
Movable do Fixed do Numbers Letters Other 
No. % No. · % No. No. No. 
88 92.63 4 4.21 15 15.79 20 21.05 2 2.11 
This item was answered on 95 inquiry forms. Some used more than one 
reading system, but this has been tabulated based on what percentage of 
I 
the schools use each system. Almost all of the systems or 92.63% use 
syllables with a 11 movableHdo 11 to aid the students in reading music. A few 
who did not use it indicated by their comments that they felt this means 
was inadequate and were experimenting with other methods. 
-----~ 
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TABLE III 
Basic Tests Used in 98 Oommunities Surveyed 
--
( Books Listed 7th Grade 8th Grade 9th Grade 
Author Title Publisher Date No. No. % :No. , % 
Barbour, H.B. and Freeman, W.S. Story of Music Birchard 1950 1 1.18 0 o.oo 1 1.18 
Bridgman, w.c. and Curtis, W. The American Siager American Book 1947 19 22.37 17 20.00 3 .3.93 
Congdon, R.J. and others Assemb1l Songs and Choruses Ginn 1928 2 2.35 3 .3.9.3 1 1.18 
Davison, A. and others Concord Junior Songs and Schirmer Music 1928 1 1.18 1 1.18 1 1.18 
Chorus Book 
Dykema, P.W. and others Let Music Ring Birchard 1949 1 1.18 10 11.78 0 o.oo 
Dykema, P.W. and others §.!E!g Ou~ Birchard 1946 13 15.28 .3 .3.93 2 2.35 
Dykema, P.W. and others I;!ice ~2 Plus Communi t1 Songs Birchard 1930 0 o.oo 1 1.18 0 o.oo 
Karnsworth, C. and others Singing Youth Birchard 1935 0 o.oo 0 o.oo .3 3.9.3 
Giddings, T.P. and others Junior Music Ginn 1924 0 o.oo 1 1.18 0 o.oo 
Giddings, T.P. and others Three-E!rt Music Ginn 1925 1 1.18 0 o.oo 1 1.18 
Glenn, M. and others Adventure Ginn 1928 0 o.oo 1 1.18 0 o.oo 
Glenn, M. and others Sing Along Ginn 1941 1.3 . 15.28 4 :•,; 4.-71, . 2 2 • .35 
Glenn, M. and others Song Parade Ginn 1941 4 4.71 7 · ·a:-24 · ' 0 o.oo 
Glenn, M. and others Treasure Ginn 19.38 1 1.18 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 
Hartshorn, w.c. and Leavitt, H.S.Progress Ginn 1940 1 1.18 1 1.18 1 1.18 
Mason, D. A Guide to Music for Beginners Grey 1910 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 1 1.18 
and Others r 
McConathy, o. and others Music Highwals and BI!aiS Silver Burdett 19.36 7 8.24 10 11.78 0 o.oo 
McConathy, o. and others Music ~f Manl Lands and Peo21e Silver Burdett 19.32 2 2.3.5 1 1.18 1 1.18 
McConathy, o. and others Music 1 the Universal Language Silver Burdett 1941 2 2.35 5 5.88 2 2 • .35 
McConathy, o. and others The School Song Book Birchard 1910 0 o.oo 1 1.18 1 1.18 
McConathy, o. and others World Music Horizons Silver Burdett 1951 1 1.18 1 1.18 0 o.oo 
Perkins, C. and others ~i1ver Book of Songs Hall and McCreary 1935 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 2. 2 • .35 
Pitts, L.B. and others Singing Juniors Ginn 1953 17 20.00 2 2 • .35 1 1.18 
Pitts, L.B. and others Singing Teen-agers Ginn 195.3 1 1.18 16 18.8.3 1 1.18 
Smith, F. Songs We Sing Hall and McCreary 1940 1 1.18 .3 .3.9.3 1 1.18 
Weir, A.E. Songs the Whole World Sings Appleton 1915 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 1 1.18 
Wilson, H.R. and others M);l~i c Americans S iag Silver Burdett 1950 6 7.06 5 5.88 1 1.18 
Others .3 .3.9.3 4 4.71 1 1.18 
There were 85 inquiry forms which listed specific textbooks for each 
grade. Others stated that they used a number of books and did not feel 
I there was any basic textbook. 1~ny listed more than one book. The 
percentage in this table is based on the number of schools using each 
book listed. There were six books listed on the returned questionnaires 
that apparently were not correct titles or were so old that they were not 
listed in the references available. 
From this table it is apparent that there is no one book or series 
of books that is favored by any large majority. For the ·seventh grade 
The American Singer was used by 19 schools; Singing Juniors, by 17 schools; 
Sing Along, by 13 schools; and Siug_QB1, by 13 schools. In the eighth 
grade The American Singer was used by 17 schools; Singing Teen-ag~, by 
16 schools; Music Highways and Byways, by 10 schools; and Let Music Ring, 
by 10 schools. Not many schools had a basic textbook for the ninth 
grade. Singing Youth and IPe American Singer were listed by 3 schools 
each which was the highest number. The works of William C. Bridgeman, 
Lilla Belle Pitts, Osbourne McConathy, and Mabelle Glenn seem to be used 
most frequently. 
- -
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TABLE IX 
Supplementary Books Used in 98 Communities Surveyed 
Author Title Publisher Date No. % 
Armitage , M. T. Laurel S1A. Book Birchard 1930 1 1.39 
Baldwin, L.L. Music for Young Listeners Silver Burdett 1951 2 2.78 
Barbour, H.B. and Freeinan, W .s. Stori of Music Birchard 1950 2 2.78 
Bridgman, C. and Curtis, I •• Vi. ~American Singer American Book 1947 9 12.50 
Clark, c. Golden Song Book Golden vista 1932 6 8 • .34 
Condon, R.J. and others Assembll Songs and Choruses Ginn 1929 4 5.56 
Cooper, I. · Unison Songs for Teen Age BOIS Thompson 194.3 1 1.39 
Davison, A. and others Concord Junior Soag and Chorus Book Schirmer Music 1928 1 1 • .39 
Dykema, P.W. and others Let Music Ring Birchard 1949 3 4.17 
Dykema, P.W. and others Sing Out Birchard 1946 .3 4.17 
Dykema, P.W. and others Twice 22 Plus Communitl Songs Birchard 1950 15 20.8.3 
Giddings, T.P. and others Junior Music Ginn 1924 2 2.78 
Giddings, T.P. and others Ih£2e-2art Music Ginn 1925 1 1 • .39 
Glenn, M. anq, others Sing Along Ginn 1941 2 2.78 
Glenn, M. and ot hers Song Parade Ginn 1941 2 2.78 
Glenn, M. and others Treasure Ginn 19.38 1 1.39 
Glenn, M. and others · Tunes and Harmonies Ginn 194.3 1 1.39 
Hesser, E.G. and Dustman, B.s. Treasure Chest of Songs American Book 1932 5 6.95 
Horton, J. American Song Book E. J. Arnold 1947 1 1 • .39 
Lorenz, E.J. and others Get-Together Songs Lorenz 1935 4 5.56 
Lynch, V. and Hamilton, E.V. Music and Musicians Allyn 1939 1 1 • .39 
Maddy, J.E. and others All American Song Book Robbins 1942 1 1.39 
Martin, F. M. and Vlhite, M.R. Treble Ensemble Hall and McCreary 1943 1 1.39 
McConathy, o. and others American Music Horizons Silver Burdett 1951 2 2.78 
McConathy, o. and others Music Highwals and B~a~ Silver Burdett 1936 3 4.17 
McConathy, o. and others ~orld Music Herizons Silver Burdett 1951 3 4.17 
McGehehee, T. PeoQle and Music Allyn and Bacon 1939 1 1.39 
Reilly and Lee Qne Hundred and One Best Songs Reilly and Lee 1930 1 1 • .39 
Pitts, L.B. and others Singing Juniors Ginn 1953 1 1 • .39 
Pitts, L.B. and ~thers Singing Teen-agers Ginn 195.3 1 1.39 
Smith, F. Songs We Sing Hall and McCreary 1940 4 5.56 
Wilson, H.R. Choral Program Series Silver Burdett 1946 3 4.17 
Wilson, H.R. and others Music Americans Simt Silver Burdett 1950 5 6.95 :J1 Others 8 11.11 0 
Supplementary books were listed on 72 of the questionnaires returned. 
Some listed more than one book and some who did not list specific books 
, indicated that a number were used. Seven books were listed which were 
not found in the reference books available. Keyboard Junior, the 
' monthly magazine for students, was mentioned by three persons. Many 
I indicated that they used sheet music as well as supplementary books. 
There is even a wider variety of supplementary material used in the music 
classes than there are basic textbooks. Only one book is mentioned 
frequently and that is Twice 55 Plus Community Songs which is used by 
20.83% of the schools. The American Singer is used in 9 schools; 
Golden Song Book, in 6 schools; ~asure Chest of Songs, in 5 schools; and 
Music Americans Sing, in 5 schools. Out of 33 books mentioned 14 books 
used were published over 15 years ago. It is apparent that many schools 
are using supplementary material and not restricting their work to one 
textbook. 
Boston University 
Sonool of Education 
Library 
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TABLE X 
Description of Classroom Acti vities in Grade Seven 
Activity Always Frequently Occasionally Never 
No. % No. % No. % No. % 
-
Rote songs 27 29.67 28 30.77 23 25.27 13 14.29 
Unison songs 21 23.09 40 44.00 18 19.59 12 1.3 .18 
' Two-part songs 35 38.42 39 42.86 8 8.79 9 9.89 
Three-part songs 26 28.58 31 34.16 21 23.09 13 14.29 
Four-part songs 4 4.39 7 7.70 13 14.29 66 72.53 
Informal singing 11 12.09 34 37.38 36 39.58 10 10.99 
Tone drill 10 10.99 16 17.58 41 45.05 24 26.39 
1 Individual performance 6 6.60 37 40.66 39 42.86 11 12.09 
Instrumental group 2 2.19 24 26.40 38 41.76 27 29.67 
performance 
Vocal group 4 4.39 39 42.86 36 39.58 12 13.18 
Records 10 10.99 45 tt9.45 23 25.27 13 14.29 
Specialists r performance 0 o.oo 13 14.29 45 49.45 33 36.26 
Movies 0 o.oo 10 10.99 48 52.75 33 36.26 
I Film strips 0 o.oo 9 9.79 35 38.46 47 51.65 
Reading about composers 3 3.29 28 30.77 42 46.15 18 19.79 
Reading about 3 3.29 28. 30.77 38 41.76 22 24.28 
compositions 
Discussing compositions 7 7.68 39 42.86 33 36.26 12 13.18 
Discussing current 5 5.49 26 28.38 44 48.35 16 17.57 
happenings 
Prepari~ programs 6 6.60 41 45.05 36 39.58 8 8.79 
Operas 3 3.29 16 17.57 41 45.05 31 34.18 
Dancing 1 1.10 12 13.18 35 38.46 43 47.25 
Leading elass singing 1 1.10 9 9.89 32 35.18 49 53.85 
Writing music 0 o.oo 6 6.60 30 32.94 55 60.44 
Other 0 o.oo 7 7.68 3 3.29 0 o.oo 
On 91 questionnaires the section on general music activities in 
1 grade seven was answered. The most important information seen from the 
table is that the vast majority of schools are offering a varied course of 
seventh grade study to their students. Learning songs by rote, reading 
unison, two-part, and three-part music, listening to records, discussing 
composers and compositions, and preparing programs is the major emphasis 
in the general music program for grade seven. The lack of singing four-
part songs is probably due to the fact that the ordinary class does not 
have enough changed voices to warrent its inclusion in the program. Thera 
is very little use of film strips probably due to the fact that there are 
1 
not many available for music classroom use. Two very definite weaknesses 
in the seventh grade music classes is in not letting the students lead 
1 class singing and in not encouraging the students to write music. There 
was one school where students lead class singing during each period and 
·: another school where the class writes music for original poems. This is 
the exception rather than the rule; creative abilities are being neglected. 
Although not a major part of the singing phase of the class, informal 
singing and tone drill is being done. Individuals are given a chance to 
sing or play solos or perform in a group in all but a few of the schools. 
Of the schools answering, 63.34% have chances to see professional 
I 
1 
musicians perform for them at least occasionally and 63.74% have a chance 
to see movies of professionals performing once in a while. Most classes 
spend some time learning about composers or compositions by reading about 
them, but do not spend as much on this as singing, playing, or listening 
to examples. It is good to see that in all but 17.57% of the schools 
students are talking about current music available to them through 
community programs, radio, television, and movies. In spite of the fact 
that many people believe that the junior high age does not like opera or 
' operettas many students are spending some time studying all or parts of 
them. On a number of questionnaires it was indicated that an operetta was 
performed each year. Although only 52.74% have folk, ballroom, ballet, or 
other types of dancing included in the general music course of study, a 
few questionnaires pointed out that this' was carried on by the physical 
education department and probably is by others who did not mention it. 
Studying instruments was ·not included as a specific item in the chart to 
be completed, but was indirectly implied in other items. Three mentioned 
it and doubtless many others would have checked it if it had been on the 
·· chart. The playing of social instruments was also mentioned by three 
persons; many who did not add this probably included it in the general 
topic of playing instruments. The use of the tape recorder, project work, 
theory, and field trip~ were added once each by persons answering the 
questionnaire. A number of others probably do this also, although not 
tabulated in this section of the questionnaire. 
~--
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TABLE XI 
Deacription of Classroom Activities in Grade Eight 
--
Activity Always Frequently Occasionally Never 
No. % No. % No. % No. % 
Rote songs 24 26.10 30 32.61 23 25.02 15 16.31 
Unison songs 21 22.83 41 44.57 17 18.49 13 14.12 
Two-part songs 28 30.41 38 41.30 12 13.05 14 15.21 
Three-part songs 24 26.10 32 34.78 19 20.66 17 18.49 
Four-part songs 14 15.21 16 17.40 15 16.31 47 51.08 
Informal singing ' 12. 0li3.05 31 33.69 39 42.39 10 10.88 
Tone drill 8 8.70 19 19.57 39 42.39 27 29.38 
Individual performance 6 6.54 35 38.04 38 41.30 13 14.12 
Instrumental group 2 2.17 21 22.83 41 44.57 28 30.41 
Vocal group 5 5.44 36 39.13 37 40.22 14 15.21 
Records 10 10.88 46 50.00 23 25.02 13 14.12 
Specialists 1 performance 0 o.oo 13 14.12 42 45.65 37 40.22 
Movies 0 o.oo 11 11.97 50 54.35 31 33.69 
Film strips 1 1.08 6 6.54 35 38.04 50 54.35 
Reading about composers 2 2.17 29 31.58 38 41.30 23 25.02 
Reading about 2 2.17 27 29.38 37 40.22 26 28.30 
compositions 
Discussing compositions 9 9.79 38 41.30 32 34.78 13 14.12 
Discussing current 5 5.44 28 30.41 45 48.91 14 15.21 
happenings 
Preparing programs 6 6.5.4. 44 47.83 37 40.22 5 5.44 
Operas 2 2.17 18 19.57 42 45.65 30 32.61 
Dancing 1 1.08 13 14.12 34 36.95 44 47.83 
Leading class singing 1 1.08 8 8.70 32 34.78 51 55.43 
Writing music 0 o.oo 5 5.44 32 34.78 55 59.78 
Other 0 o.oo 4 4.35 5 5.44 0 o.oo 
The section on general music for grade eight was completed on 92 of 
the questionnaires returned. The overall picture shows that eighth graders 
are studying music by means of a variety of activities. The major part of 
the time is spent on singing; preparing programs, listening to compositions 
and discussing them. More work is being done at four-part music than in 
the seventh grade due to the fact that there are more changed voices in 
this grade, but 51.08% do not do any four-part singing at all. Tone drill 
is done in 60.66% of the classes at least occasionally and in 8.70% every 
period. This part of the training for reading part music is done more 
frequently than any other type of activity listed, with 71.71% spending a 
great deal on two-part singing and 60.88% spending a great deal of time 
on three-part music. 
Students in eighth grade classes have an opportunity to sing or play 
solos for the rest of the class in all but 14.12% of the schools. In 
69.57% of the schools small vocal groups perform for the others as a 
regular part of the general music program and only 15.21% never do it. 
Most of the students see performances by teachers or other professional 
musicians, movies, or film strips occasionally. Reading about composers 
and their work as well as discussing them and their compositions is a 
basic part of the general music course for most eighth graders although 
not doneevery music period. In all but 15.21% of the schools the teachers 
are taking seriously their responsibility of integrating their general 
music course with music happenings in the world today through keeping 
boys and girls informed on music opportunities open to them, In the eighth 
.I grade also 67 • .39% are becoming acquainted with at least some music from 
musical dramas. Even less is being done in the creative activities of 
--- =========- -- --- -dancing, leading class singing, and writing music for eighth graders than 
in the seventh grade. 
TABLE XII 
Description of Classroom Activities in Grade Nine 
Activity Always Frequently Occasionally Never 
No. % No. % No. % No. % 
Rote songs 10 24.40 14 34.18 8 19.52 9 21.96 
Unison songs 11 27.08 11 27.08 5 12.39 14 34.18 
Two-part songs 13 31.71 14 34.18 3 7.31 11 ' 27.08 
Three-part songs 12 29.27 15 36.59 4 9.76 10 24.40 
Four-part songs 7 17.07 10 24.40 5 12.39 19 46.41 
Informal singing 4 9.76 16 39.01 15 36.59 6 14.62 
Tone drill 3 7.31 6 14.62 20 48.80 12 29.27 
Individual performance 0 o.oo 17 41.48 19 46.41 5 12.39 
Instrumental group 1 2.44 13 31.71 18 43.90 9 21.96 
1 Vocal group 1 2.44 16 39.01 19 46.41 5 12.39 
, Records 4 9.76 19 46.41 11 27.08 7 17.07 
Specialists' performance 0 o.oo 6 14.62 21 51.25 14 34.18 
Movies 0 o.oo 8 19.52 22 53.67 11 27.08 
1
1 FH.m strips 0 o.oo 4 9.76 16 39.01 21 51.25 
Reading about composers 4 9.76 12 29.27 15 36.59 10 24.40 
I 
• Reading about 3 7.31 13 31.71 15 36.59 10 24.40 
compositions 
Discussing compositions 6 14.62 l,.'l i41 1 8' ·; 17 ~ • .... i •-+ . ~ - ' 41.48 6 14.62 
Discussing current 
happenings 
4 9.76 17 41.48 13 31.71 7 17.07 
Preparing programs 6 14.62 23 57.53 10 24.40 2 4.88 
I Operas 2 4.88 10 24.40 17 41.48 12 29.27 
Dancing 0 o.oo 5 12.39 13 31.71 23 51.53 
1 
Leading class singing 0 o.oo 6 14.62 16 39.01 19 46.41 
I Writing music 0 o.oo 2 4.88 6 14.62 0 o.oo 
· · Other 
I 
Only 41 questionnaires had answers in the section for grade nine on 
general music. In checking for the reason it was found that some schools 
I did not have a ninth grade in the building, but, on the other hand, some 
who did answer the section on grade nine indicated that it was part of the 
high school program. In most cases, however, there seemed to be many 
schools which did not have a required general music class for the ninth 
grade and many which did not even offer a music course for those who 
wanted to elect it. Those taking music in the ninth grade are mostly 
those who have chosen to take it which accounts for the fact that this is 
probably a musically interested group which is capable of spending more 
time perfecting their music and why all but 4.88% of the classes spend 
time preparing programs for the enjoyment and enlightenment of the rest 
of the school. Part of each period is spent on fun music which is 
indicated by the tabulation on informal singing and learning songs by rote. 
Individual and group performances bot~ vocally and instrumentally are 
enjoyed by most ninth grade classes. Work learning new unison, t wo-part, 
three-part, and even four-part songs takes up over half of the class time. 
The study of composers and compositions is done by listening to 
records and live···performances, seeing movies or film strips, reading books 
and pamphlets, and by discussing all they have learned by these various 
methods. A slightly higher percentage of the ninth grade classes spend 
time studying operas and operettas than do either the seventh grades or 
I 
1 eighth grades. Relatively few places give the boys and girls an oppor-
tunity to feel the music through the means of bodily expression. In 
53.63% of the classes, students lead the singing once in a while. One 
class spends part of every period on writing music and 15 schools spend 
-- --- *"-
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some time on it. but still 46.41% do nothing about it at all. 
Section IV 
Section IV of the questionnaire was devoted to the program offered 
in each school and how each activity was scheduled. 
There were 95 replies on this section of the inquiry form. Almost 
all those filling out this section had a general music class and/or a 
chorus. Most of the schools require general music in the seventh and 
eighth grades and a few require it in the ninth grade. In some cases 
crowded conditions have made it so that general music is not offered to 
all students. General music is given between 31-60 minutes per week for 
58.95% of the schools and in all but three schools it is given during a 
regular period. Music chorus is on an elective basis for most of the 
schools offering it and it is usually held during a regular period. All 
other music activities are on an elective basis. Music theory or appreci-
ation courses are offered in 9.48% of the schools and these classes are 
held partly in regular class time and partly in activity periods. There 
II are more girls glee clubs than boys glee clubs; and on the whole, a 
longer rehearsal time is given for the girls. In this table it shows 
that 43.16% of the schools have a mixed glee club with the most of them 
rehearsing between 31-60 minutes per week. About half the mixed glee 
clubs meet during regular school time and the other half meet either 
during an activity period or in out-of-school time. A few schools have 
other vocal groups like double quartets or choirs. 
There seems to be an opportunity for those playing instruments to 
play in either a band or an orchestra in many schools with 47.37% having 
--- -
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TABLE IIII . .. . ·..t .. . • 
Music Program in Schools ot 98 Communities Surveyed 
- -
Required Required Elective Minutes per Week Type of Period Activities For All For Some 0 - 30 31 - 60 61 - 90 91 - 120 More Regular Club . ~~o8t Combi-nation 
No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % o. % No. % No. % No. % No,. % No. % No . % 
i 
I 
Music Class 54 56.83 31 32.63 3 3.16 1 1.05 56 58.95 21 22.13 9 9.48 1 1.05 85 89.46 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 3 3.16 
Music Chorus 5 5.26 5 5.26 23 24.20 1 1.05 23 24.20 7 7.37 2 2.11 0 o.oo 20 21.08 9 9.48 1 1.05 3 3.16 
Other Class 9 9.48 1 1.05 7 7.37 0 o.oo 1 1.05 0 o.oo 5 5.26 3- 3.16 0 o.oo 1 1.05 
Girls Glee Clqb 39 42.11 2 2.11 23 24.20 10 10.50 1 1.05 1 1.05 12 12.63 17 17.89 6 6.32 2 2.11 
Boys Glee Club 25 26.15 4 4.21 17 17.89 4 4.21 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 8 8.44 8 8.44 7 7.37 2 2.11 
Mixed Glee Club 41 43.16 1 1.05 30 32.61 5 5.26 3 3.16 2 2.11 18 19.48 17 17.89 2 2.11 
other Vocal Groups 5 5.26 1 1.05 3 3.26 1 1.05 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 1 1.05 · 1 1.05 3 3.16 0 o.oo 
~- 4. 
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47.37 2 2.11 23 24.20 13.69 4.21 3.16 
. '-
5.26 Junior High Band 45 13 4 3 22 23.09 11 11.59 7 7.37 5 
Part of Senior High Band 35 36.84 0 o.oo 10 10.50 11 11.59 8 8.44 6 6.32 10 10,50 7 7.37 10 10.50 8 8.44 
Junior High Orchestra 32 33.68 3 3.16 14 14.71 12 12.63 2 2.11 1 1.05 13 13.69 11 11.59 3 3.1p 5 5.26 
Part of Senior High Orchestra 15 15.80 0 o.oo 9 9.48 4 4.21 2 2.11 0 o.oo 3 3.16 5 5.26 5 5.26 2 2.11 
Class Instrumental Lessons 43 45.26 19 20.00 22 23 .()C) 0 o.oo 1 1.05 1 1.05 22 23.09 6 6.32 9 9.48 1 1.05 
(Homogeneous) 
Class Instrumental Lessons 24 25.21 1 1.05 15 15.SO 2 2.11 0 o.oo 1 1.05 13 13.69 1 1.05 3 3.16 2 2.11 (Heterogeneous) 
Small Instrumental Ensembles 15 15.80 6 6.32 8 8.44 1 1.05 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 4 4.21 1 1.05 8 8.44 2 2.11 
Piano Class Lessons 3 3.16 2 2.11 1 1.05 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 1 1.05 0 o.oo 2 2.11 0 o.oo 
Private Instrumental Lessons 25 26.15 23 24.20 6 6. 2 0 o.oo 1 1.05 0 o.oo 11 11.59 1 1.05 11 11.59 3 3.16 
( Other 8 8.44 2 2.11 5 5.26 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 11 11.05 1 1.05 5 5.26 1 1.05 
I 
separate junior high bands and 33.68% having a junior high orchestra. In 
35 schools either the junior high students play with the senior high band 
or a few of the better players are allowed to play with them. The junior 
, high band rehearses mostly during regular school time for between 30-60 
minutes a week, whereas the senior high band is more likely to rehearse at 
least partly after school and for a longer period of time. Between 
, 30-90 minutes each week the junior high orchestras of 26 schools meet 
' during either regular or club periods. In 15 schools the students from 
the junior high school practice with the senior high orchestra mostly 
during a club period or after school. There are other instrumental 
I ensenbles in 15 of the schools meeting before or after school; also, 3 
. 
schools mentioned having dance bands. 
A large number of schools have instrumental lessdms.. available 
through the school. The most common means is the homogeneous class 
instrumental lessons with 45.26% offering this type of instruction. 
Heterogeneous class instrumental lessions are offered by 25.21% of the s-~· 
schools. Both types of class lessons are held most often dui:i:ng regular 
periods for between 30-60 minutes. Only 3 schools offer plass piano 
lessons. Of the schools offering private instrumental lessons most 
lessons are 30 minutes long and are held either in school time or out-of-
school time. 
Section V 
Section V of the questionnaire found information about the instru-
mental program. It was concerned with lessons given, instruments owned 
by the school system, and instrumentation of the orchestras and bands. 
- -
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TABLE XIV 
Instrumental Lessons in 98 Communities Surveyed 
Topics 
------------------------
Lessons provided by the school 
Charge for lessons 
No. 
81 
22 
Yes 
% 
82.65 
22.1-!4 
8 
50 
No 
% 
8.06 
51.82 
This table shows that 82.65% of the schools surveyed, provided 
instrumental lessons; of these, 22.44% charged for lessons, while 51.82% 
did not charge for lessons. Lessons were not provided by 8.06% of the 
schools. 
Two schools provided class lessons for a given period of time after 
which there was a charge f or lessons. Several schools offered class 
lessons, for which there was no charge, but offered also private lessons 
for which there was a charge. 
Nine schools reported no instrumentel program whatsoever. 
TABLE XV 
School-owned Instruments 
Instrument 0 1 - 2 3 - 4 5 - 6 7 - 10 11 - 15 16 - 20 21 or mor e 
No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % 
Violin 28 36.31 7 9.13 4 5.19 9 11.68 6 7.79 6 7.79 3 3.89 7 9.13 
String bass 43 55.84 28 36.31 4 5.19 1 1.29 1 1.29 
Clarinet 27 35.06 18 23.37 9 11.68 8 10.39 4 5.19 2 2.59 1 1.29 2 2.59 
Drums 3 3.89 16 20.78 21 27.27 14 18.18 13 16.88 2 2.59 2 2.59 
Trumpets 36 46.75 19 24.68 5 6.49 4 5.19 3 3.89 2 2.59 1 1.29 1 1.29 
French Horns 42 54.55 14 18.18 11 14.29 1 1.29 1 1.29 
Mello phones 30 38.96 20 25.97 13 16.88 2 2.59 
Violas 48 62.34 15 19.48 3 3.89 2 2.59 1 1.29 
Bassoons 60 79.92 9 11.68 2 2.59 
Saxophones 27 35.06 20 25.97 15 19.48 3 3.89 1 1.29 1 1.29 
Tympani 43 55.84 29 37.66 1 1.29 
Tuba 28 36.31 35 45.45 9 11.68 1 1.29 2 2.59 
Baritones 15 19.48 34 44.18 4 18.18 6 7.79 1 1.29 
Sousaphones 25 32.47 34 44.18 7 9.13 2 2.54 2 2.59 
Violoncelli 36 46.75 22 28.57 6 7.'79 1 1.29 4 5.19 
Flutes 40 51.95 21 27.27 5 6.49 1 1.29 3 3.89 
Oboes 47 61.04 22 28.57 3 3.89 
Bell lyres 23 29.87 43 55.84 8 10.39 
Trombones 20 25.97 17 22.08 22 28.57 6 7.79 5 6.49 1 1.29 
Cornets 52 67.53 10 12.99 6 7.79 1 1.29 l 1.29 
Eb altos 35 45.45 24 31.17 9 11.68 1 1.29 2 2.59 
~==-=== =---....; 
The most common school-owned instrument was the drum. Only 3.89% 
reported not owning drums. Bassoons were found to be the least owned 
number of instruments; 79.92% reported not owning any. 
The majority of schools owned violins, clarinets, drums, tubas, 
baritones, saxophones, sousaphones, and bell lyres. Approximately half 
of the schools owned string basses, French horns, i:rumpets, mellophones, 
tympani, violoncelli, flutes, and Eb altos. A fourth of the schools 
reported owning violas, oboes, and cornets. 
Less than one-fourth of the schools reported having bassoons. Three 
schools reported that they owned 1 - 4 piccolos. One school owned an 
alto clarinet, and three schools owned bass clarinets. 
Six of the schools reporting stated that their instruments were 
shared with the high school. 
A total of twenty-one schools did not own any instruments. 
TABLE XVI 
Means of Providing Funds for School-owned Instruments 
Methods No. % 
School Department 60 61.22 
Community Groups 18 18.37 
Programs 28 26.53 
Other 3 3.06 
The most common way of providing funds for school-owned instruments 
was reported as being the school department. Programs followed as the 
next important step in raising funds. Other ways for raising money were 
the P.T.A., magazine subscriptions, and in one case a candy concession 
from which the school obtained funds. 
I 
TABLE XVII 
Distribution of Players in the Orchestra 
i·l"o. of Players Orchestras 
No. % 
9 to 20 9 23.68 
21 to 30 11 28.95 
31 to 40 11 28.95 
41 to 50 6 15.99 
51 to 61 1 2.11 
*No. of cases 38 
The above chart shows the number of orchestras and the average number 
of players in each. 
The smallest orchestra reported nine players and the largest reported 
sixty-one players. 
There were eleven orchestras ranging from twenty-one to thirty players 
and eleven orchestras from thirty-one to forty players. Only one band 
reported more than fifty-one players. 
I 
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TABLE XVIII 
Number of Schools and the Minimum and the Maximum Number 
of Each Instrument in Their Orchestra 
-
Instrument Orchestra Players 
------
Number Minimum Maximum 
1st Violins 
2nd Violins 
Violas 
Violincelli 
String Bass 
Piano 
Clarinet 
Flute 
Oboe 
Saxophone 
Bassoon 
Tympani 
Trumpet 
Trombone 
French Horn 
Tuba 
Mellophone 
Percussion 
E Alto 
* No. of cases 30 
30 
24 
15 
17 
15 
30 
28 
24 
12 
25 
8 
14 
30 
22 
13 
10 
8 
15 
3 
3 25 
2 10 
1 4 
1 3 
1 ;"2 
1 4 
1 6 
1 4 
1 2 
1 5 
1 
1 2 
1 30 
1 3 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 4 
1 
The above chart shows the number of orchestras and the minimum and 
1the maximum numbers of each instrument in the orchestras. 
The i ns truments most commonly found were violins, pianos, clarinets, 
flutes, saxophones, trumpets and trombones. Approximately half of the 
school s added to the above instruments vi olas, violincelli, string bass 
and percussion. A fourth of the orchestra added oboes , bassons , french 
horns or me llophones and t ubas . 0nly three schools reoor ted using 
Eb l toes . 
TABLE XIX 
Distribution of Players i n t he B nd 
Fo. of pl ayers Bands 
llo. % 
16 to 20 5 9. 80 
21 to 30 10 19 . 61 
31 to 40 4 7. 84 
41 to 50 17 33 .33 
51 t o 60 7 13 . 73 
61 to 70 5 9 . 80 
7 to 120 3 5.88 
*I o . of cases 51 
'fhe above che.rt shows the number of bands and the aver ge number 
of ~layers in each. 
The smallest band reported sixteen players whi le the largest band 
reported 120 players . 
The greatest number of bands aver aged fro m 41 to 50 players, vrhi1e 
only three bands had above 71 9leyers . 
TABLE XX 
Number of Schools and the Minimum and the Maximum Number 
Of Each Instrument in Their Band 
Band Players 
Instrument 
Number Minimum Maximum 
Cornets 28 1 .30 
Trumpets .35 2 .30 
Baritones 27 1 2 
Trombones .30 1 5 
Mellophones 20 1 2 
Bell Lyres 19 1 2 
Sousaphones 22 1 .3 
French Horns 14 1 6 
Clarinets 40 2 17 
Saxophones .34 2 6 
Bassoons 6 1 2 
Cymbals .30 1 2 
Flutes 25 1 5 
Oboes 10 1 2 
Tuba 20 1 2 
Drums 40 l 6 
Piccolo 8 1 
.3 
* No. of cases 40 
The above chart shows the number of bands and the minimum and the 
maximum numbers of each instrument in the bands. 
The instruments most commonly found were; trumpets, cornets, 
baritones, trombones, clarinets, saxophones, percussion and flutes. 
Approximately half added to the above; mellophones, bell lyres, sousa-
phones and tubas. A fourth of the bands added: French horns and oboes. 
Six bands reported having bassoons and 8 bands reported having piccolos. 
Section VI 
Section VI of the inquiry form was concerned with a number of 
miscellaneous items: integration with other school subjects, field trips, 
marks, and awards. 
' 
Activity 
Integration with other 
subjects 
Definite treatment to 
defective singers 
Field trips 
Music Festivals 
Card file for guidance 
purposes 
TABLE XXI 
General Topics 
Yes 
No. % 
67 68.37 
43 42.85 
37 37.76 
59 60.20 
35 35.71 
No 
No. % 
30 30.60 
54 55.10 
60 61.22 
37 37.76 
62 63.27 
This table shows that there is a definite trend for the inte-
gration of music with other subjects; 68.37% answered yes, 30.60% answered 
no. The music educators seemed to agree that the reason for not doing so 
was due to the lack of interest in the music program by the school faculty. 
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Definite treatment to defective singers, seems to be something the 
music educators are trying to provide for, but due to lack of time cannot 
fit it into the schedule. There was a close percentage between those 
that answered yes, and those that said no; 42.85% said yes, 55.10% no. 
Field trips seem to be coming into existence more as 37.76% do take 
field trips and the majority of this number take their trips to the 
Boston Pops. Lack of time, funds, or transportation were ·given as reasons 
for not taking these trips. 
It is interesting to note that in answer to the question on the 
Card File for Guidance Purpose, 63.27% said no, stating they believed 
this was up to the Guidance department. 
TABLE XXII 
Scales Used for ~~rking 
Types No. % 
Letter mark 62 63.28 
Numerical percentages 5 6.99 
Satisfactory -- unsatisfactory 15 15.31 
Other 10 10.20 
No response 5 5.10 
The letter marks were found to be the most common means of marking; 
63.28% used this method. Satisfactory - unsatisfactory was used by 15.31% 
and 6.99% used numerical percentage. Other means for determining marks 
was used by 10.20% of the schools. 
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Criteris 
Effort 
Attitude 
Vocal attempt 
Reading ability 
Vocal ability 
CU.ss tests 
Written work 
Classroom discussion 
Attendance 
Individual performance 
Instrumental ability 
Standardized tests 
No response 
No marks 
-- - -- ===....o.="---= 
TABLE XXIII 
Basis for Marks 
No. 
76 
75 
67 
53 
50 
47 
44 
37 
24 
(solo) 14 
12 
3 
2 
20 
-------------------------
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77.55 
76.53 
68.37 
54.08 
51.02 
47.95 
44.90 
37.76 
24.49 
14.27 
12.24 
3.89 
3.06 
20.40 
This chart lists the criteria for the basis of marks, in the order 
of the most frequently used to the least frequently used. Effort and 
,1 attitude seemed to be the most important factor for determining a mark. 
Vocal attempt was the next most important factor in marking. Standardized 
tests were only used by three music teachers. 
Types 
Letter awards 
Pins 
Badges 
None 
Other 
TABLE XXIV 
Awards for Musical Activities 
No. 
32 
18 
3 
40 
5 
32.69 
11.22 
3.06 
40.82 
5.10 
This table shows that 40.82% did not give awards for musical 
activities. Those giving awards seemed to favor the letter awards. Pins 
were given by 11.22%, and 3.06% gave badges. Other awards seemed to be 
cash awards or sweaters. 
CHAPTER V 
SU1WlliRY AND CONCLUSIONS 
It was the purpose of this study to survey the status of music 
education in the junior high schools of Massachusetts. The data were 
ana lyzed under the following headings: 
1. General Information 
2. Physical Equipment 
3. General Music 
4. Music Program and Schedule 
5. Instrumental Program 
6. Miscellaneous Information 
§ection One - General Information 
1. The two most popular types of school systems are the 6-2-4 
and the 6-3-3. Each of these contains a junior high school. 
In the first situation i t would be a two year junior high 
and in the second it would be a three year junior high. 
2. Over one-third of the communities participating in this 
survey had a population of 5,000 to 10,000 people. Cities 
and towns of less than 25,000 people constitute 79.59% of 
those participating in this survey. 
3. Schools wit h a student enrollment between two hundred and 
five hundred seem to be most representative of the average 
junior high school in Massachusetts. 
4. The largest source of revenue for any music department is 
7 4 
from an annual appropriation in the school budget. Per-
formances bring in a portion of the music budget in almost 
half the communities. 
5. In the majority of the communities the supervisor is 
assisted by the regular classroom teacher or by one or 
more assistant music teachers. 
6. Standardized tests in music are not being used in most of 
the communities~ Of those reported on the questionnaire, 
only six were listed in reliable sources. 
Section Two - Physic~l~guipment 
1. The physical environment in which much of our music is 
being taught is not considered satisf~ctory by those who 
must teach there. 
2. A special music room is provided in less than half of the 
communities surveyed. 
3. A very small number of schools have soundproof rooms in 
which music can be taught. 
4. O~ly one-third of those surveyed reported satisfactory 
acoustics in their music rooms. 
5. Auditoriums are available to over eighty per cent of those 
questioned, but the stages are satisfactory in . only half 
the communities. 
6. Adequate storage space is provided in only half of the 
communities surveyed. 
7. Practice rooms are available to students in only sixteen 
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communi ties. 
8. Pianos, adjustable music stands, record players, record 
libraries, sound projectors, films and wire or tape 
recorders are available in most of the communities surveyed. 
9. The majority of schools reporting bands have suitable band 
uniforms. Choir robes ar e available in a few schools. 
Section Three - General Music 
In analyzing the material in the section on general music the 
following conclusions were made: 
1. "Movable do" is the music reading system used by most schools. 
2. Many different books are used as basic textbooks in the 
general music class. 
3. Most schools use supplementary books of varying types. 
4. Variety in content and activities is the rule in the 
general music class. 
5. Singing part-music is the major activity in the general 
music class. 
6. The schools offer the students an opportunity to perform 
and listen to music as well as read about it and discuss it. 
7. The creative activities, such as dancing, leading the class 
sihging, and writing music are neglected by most teachers 
of music. 
Section Four - Program and Scheduling 
The following trends were established concerning program and 
scheduling. 
-= 
1. Music is required for most seventh and eighth graders. 
2. General music is usually on an elective basis for ninth 
graders. In most schools there is no general music course 
available for this grade. 
3. The majority of schools schedule general music for one 
period a week in regular school time. 
4. General music chorus is offered in some schools mostly as 
an elective. 
5. All other music activities are on an elective basis. 
6. There are special vocal groups in approximately half of 
the schools. Most rehearse between 30 and 60 minutes per 
week with some rehearsing in regular school time and 
others in club periods. 
7. The music activities most offered are band and an 
opportunity to take instrumental lessons. 
8. Orchestras and small instrumental ensembles are offered in 
a number of schools. Orchestras usually rehearse during 
school time, whereas the ensembles rehearse after school. 
9. There is a definite trend toward offering instrumental 
lessons either privately or in class during regular school. 
Most schools prefer the homogeneous type of class lesson. 
~tion Five - Instrumental Program 
1. A majority of the schools gave class instrumental lessons 
and did not charge. Private lessons were given in a few 
schools. 
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2. The most common school owned instrument, is the drum. 
Bassoons were found to be the least owned instruments. The 
majority of schools owned violins, clarinets, drums, tubas, 
baritones, saxophones, sousaphones and bell lyres. Several 
schools shared their instruments with the high school. 
3. The most common way for providing funds for school-owned 
instruments was reported as being the school department. 
Programs followed as the next important step in raising 
funds. 
4. Only thirty-eight of the ninety-eight schools answering the 
questionnaire had orchestras. The smallest orchestra 
reported nine players and the largest reported sixty-one 
players. 
5. The instruments most commonly found in orchestras were 
violins, pianos, clarinets, flutes, saxophones, trumpets 
and trombones. Approximately half of the schools added to 
the above instruments: violas, violincelli, string bass 
and percussion instruments. A fourth of the orchestras 
II 
I, 
,, 
,, 
I 
added oboes, bassoons, French horns or me llophones and tubas. II 
6. Bands were reported in fifty-one schools. The smallest 
band reported sixteen players while the largest had one 
hundred and twenty players. The greatest number of bands 
averaged from "f.arty-one to fifty players, while only three 
bands had over seventy-one players. 
7. The instruments most commonly found in bands were: trumpets, 
cornets, baritones, trombones, clarinets, saxophones, 
I 
II 
I 
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percussion instruments and flutes. Approximately half of 
the bands added bell lyres, sousaphones, mellophones and 
tubas. A fourth of the bands added French horns and oboes. 
Six bands reported using bassoons and eight reported using 
piccolos. 
Section Six - Miscellaneous Information 
1. There is evidence of a trend for integration of music with 
other subjects. Definite treatment for defective singers, 
field trips and music festivals also are becoming more 
popular. 
2. The most common means of marking were the letter marks. 
Satisfactory-unsatisfactory followed as the next most 
popular way of marking. 
.3. Effort and attitude seemed to be the most important factor 
for determining a mark. Vocal attempt was the next most 
important factor in marking. 
4. There was evidence that a large number of schools do not 
give awards for musical activities. Those giving awards 
seemed to favor letter awards. 
II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
It seems that a similar study made in the next few years would show 
many changes as a number of schools indicated overcrowded conditions, 
moving into new buildings, or a music program in a formative or ex-
panding. stage. If such a study were done these are some suggestions: 
1. The inquiry form should have a space for publisher, date 
of publication, and author as well as the title in l~sting tests and 
books. 
2. The list of activities for general music should include 
study of instruments, playing social instruments, and theory. 
3. Comparison of music programs of small and large community 
populations and school populations could be made. 
4. More specific information could be obtained if a space 
was made for each grade to be listed separately as to how the general 
music class is scheduled. 
Other areas which were included but might be more thoroughly in-
vestigated are the following: 
1. Standardized tests are not being used. Why? Of what use are 
the available tests to the teachers of music of this age group? 
2. Facilities are inadequate in many schools. Are music 
educators sufficiently aware of the physical requirements for the 
music program to suggest improvements for new schools being built or 
remodeling of present buildings? 
II 
It 
II 
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3. Is there a definite or suggested course of study that the 
junior high teacher follows? If so, what is the source of this 
course of study? Is the unit method used? l 
4. Very few teachers reported using creative activities. Why 
are creative activities neglected in the general music class? !I 
5. Integration with other subjects is indicated but the 
extent and methods used could be further developed. 
6. Many schools spend time preparing programs. What types of 
programs are attempted? What percentage of the students participate? 
7. Although it was indicated that some music classes had I 
field trips there were not many specific suggestions. What are the 'I 
possibilities in this state for field trips? I 
I 
8. More specific information concerning the percentage of the 
I 
I school population actually taking part in each activity might show 
j-
the effectiveness of the music program. 
9. It was found that the instruments owned by the schools did 
not follow any fixed pattern. What is the criteria for buying 
school instruments? 
10. There was a wide range of instrumentations in bands and 
orchestras. What should be the instrumentation of a band and an 
orchestra in a junior high school to provide proper balance? 
11. Any means to find out how effective the music program is in 
giving the students what they need as far as learning skills are 
concerned or what attitudes they are developing would be helpful in 
evaluating the music program of the Massachusetts schools. 
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APPENDIX 
II 
January 4, 195,5 
Dear 
We are interested in obtaining as much information as possible 
about music programs i.?J. the Junior High Schoolso This questionnaire 
is a part of our thesis which is being done in Boston University, 
School of Educationo 
It will be greatly appreciated if you can find time to fill out 
the enclosed inquiry !~ and return it to us as soon as possible. 
A self~addressed·, stamped' envelope is enclosed for return of the com-
pleted form. 
It will be very helpful to us if we can receive your reply not 
later than February first. 
Very truly yours, 
• 
Inquiry Form 
on 
The Status of Music Education in the Public 
Junior High Schools of Massachusetts as of the year 1954-55 
I. Basic Information 
Name of School City or Town 
~--------------------------------- ------------------
I N~e and position of person filling out questionnaire 
------------------------------
Type of School System (please check one) 
6-2-4 6-3-3 8-4 
---~ 
Other(Please indicate) 
. -· --- -----
What is the population of your city or t~wn? (Please check one). 
___ 100, 000 or ~ore 25,000-50,000 
----
5,000-10,000 
----
_?O, 000-100 .. 000 
--~ 
l0,000-25,000 ___ less than 5,000 
Enrollment in School 
Grade 7 boys ___ girls 
Grade 8 boys _girls 
Grade 9 boys 
---
_ girls 
Where do you get the money for your musical activities and equipment? 
(Check one or more) 
annual appropriation student raised fund 
--- ----
earned by performance community sponsor 
---~ 
----
other (Please indicate) 
---
Who teaches the music in your school? (Check one or more) 
_,~~music teacher in school supervisor 
regular classroom teacher other--(describe) 
----
Do you use any standardized tests? Ple~se state tests used below. 
II o Physical Equipment 
A o Encircle: ) 
Yes No lo Does your school have a music room? 
Yes No 2. Is this room sound-proof? 
Yes No 3 o Are the acoustics of the room in which you teach satisfactory? 
Yes No 4 . Does the school have an auditorium? 
Yes No 5 D Is the auditorium available to the music department? 
Yes _No 6Q Is the stage large enough to seat the band? 
Yes No 7o Is the stage large enough to seat the orchestra? 
Yes No Se Is the stage large enough to seat the chorus? 
Yes No 9o Is adequate storage space available for music and equipment 
Yes N6 10 . Are practice rooms available?· 
Yes No llo . Do· you have a sufficient number of pianos?· 
Yes No 12o Does your school own suitable choir robes? 
Yes No 13 o Does y·our school own suitable band uniforms? 
Yes No 14o Does your school own. adjustable music stands? 
. 
Bo Please indicate by checkrnark ( ) which of the following equipment is available to youo 
Radio 
---Television 
---. Metronome · 
---
____ Tuning fork 
--.....;;Record player 
____ Record library 
______ Sound projector 
____ Music publications 
·Disc recorder 
--.----Song slides and projector 
______ Films and visual aids 
______ Music book library 
___ Wire or tape recorder 
Stroboscope 
--- ----
IIIo General Music 
lo What reading system do you use? (Please check ) 
Syllables "movable do" 
---
Numbers 
---
Letters 
---
Syllables ttfixed do" 
--- ---
Other (describe) 
2o What basic texts do you use for the following? 
7th grade ----------------------------
sth grade ---------------------------
9th grade. _____________________ ~--
3o What supplementary books do you use? 
III. General Music (continued) 
The following chart concerns content and teaching procedures in your general 
music classes or chorus in grades 7, 8, and 9. 
For each grade use a v'./ if the ac·tivity is used part of almost every period. 
For each grade use a~ if the activity is used frequently. 
For each grade use a ~ if the activity is used occasionally. 
For each grade use a 0 if the activity is never used. 
Activity 
Singing songs learned by rote method • 0 • 0 • • 8 • 
7 
0 ( ) 
Unison songs learned by reading music • 
Two-part songs learned by reading mus~c • 
Three-part songs learned ~Y reading music • 
oooc e •••• ( ) 
. . 
• 4 • • ~ • ( ) 
ett' ~ •••o{) 
Four-part songs learned by reading music ••• • • ~ • • •• • ( ) 
Informal group singing (assembly, recreational) • . . . . ( ) 
. . . . 
Tone drill. <;~~~•ito•oceonet~t•tt•o . . . . . 0 ( ) 
Grade 
8 ( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
9 ( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
Performance by individual students (instrumental or.vocal). o ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Performance by student instrumental gr~ups • •••••• ~ •• ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Performance by student vocal groups 0 ,;- ~ .. • Cl . . " . , . ., • 0 ( ) . ( ) 
Listening to records • •• " •• o q & 0 • 0 ( ) 
Listening to performance .by speci~ists (teachers, outsiders) ( ) 
Seeing movies • • • • • 0 . . . . . .. . ( ) 
Seeing film strips o 0 • • o • • o o o o • • e ~ • • o • ( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
Reading about composers 0 0 4 • • 0 0 . . . 
Reading about compositions. aJ • • • • o o • e • 0 • • . .. 
Discussing composers and compositions . . ( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
Discussing current movies, radio, and TV programs • 0 • 
Preparation for school assemblies or public programs. 
.() () () 
. () () () 
Study and performance of all or parts of operas and operettas ( ) 
( ) Dancing to music (ballroom, folk, creative) . . 0 • • e o 
Individuals leading class singing . 
• • 0 • () 
. ( ) Writing music '? • • • • • 
Other: . . . 
• p ... 0 ( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
. ' 
IV. · Music Program and SchedUle · 
1., I f you do not have the activity, leave the space along 
t he line blank. 
2 ., If you do have the activity, fill in the total number 
of pupils partieipating in that activity, in column 1~ 
. . ~ 
.3o Place an R if course is required; and E .it it is elected, 
in col~ 2. -
4o Columns 3, 4 and 5 designate the types of periods in which 
the acti vity would take place,., Place in the proper column 
under A t he number of periods th.e class meets .. Place in the 
proper column under B the number of minutes in the period that 
t he .activit y meets ., . 
--
-
1 2 3 I 4 ·'5. ! Activit y Numbe.r .. Required · Regular · Club or Out of 
of pr . Period Activity School 
Pupils Elective Period Time 
·-
A B A .B -~ . B 
Music Class 
Music Chorus 
other type of Cla ss I --
Girls Glee Club I 
Boys Glee Club 
Mixed Glee Club 
other Vocal Groupsg .- : 
[Band as Junior High Band · 
Band as part of Senior High Band 
Junior High Orchestra 
I OX'!chestra as part of :-
Senior Hi£h Orchestra . 
Class Instrumental Lesso_ns 
. -· ( Homollemeous) · · _- · - ' · 
--
Class Instrumental Lessons 
(Hetero R"eneous) 
Small Instrumental Ensembles 
Piano Class Lessons _ 
Private Instrumental Lessons 
Otherg 
-. 
) 
V s Instrumental Program 
Encircle: 
Yes No 1. Are instrumental lessons provided by the school system? 
Yes No 2. Is there any charge for the lessons? 
Yes No 3. Does the school own any instruments? (Please indicate number of each) 
Violins 
---~string basses 
Clarinets 
--"'"'Drums 
Trumpets 
----French Horns 
· Mellophones 
---.Pianos 
Violas 
---Bassoons 
Saxophones 
--Tympani 
Tubas 
---Baritones 
Sousaphones 
----
Violincelli 
--""Flutes 
Oboes 
---,..Bell Lyres 
-rrombones 
---cornets 
Eb Altos 
----
4. Who provides funds for the purchase of school-owned instruments? (check) 
School Department 
---
Community groups 
----
5 .. What is the instrumentation 
1st Violins 
2nd Violins 
Violas 
Violincelli 
String Bass 
Piano 
6 0 What is the instrumentation 
Cornets 
----....Trumpets 
Baritones 
---Trombones 
Mello phones 
---Bell Lyres 
Funds raised through programs 
---
other: 
----- -----------------------
of your orchestra? (Please indicate number of each) 
Clarinets Trumpets 
Flutes "1'rombone s 
Oboes Hench Horns 
Saxophones Tubas 
Bassoons Mellophones 
----rympani 
of your band'? (Please indicate number of each) 
Sousaphones 
-----"Fr~ ench Horns 
Clarinets 
---Saxophones 
---~-, assoons 
Cymbals 
----
Boston University 
School of Education 
Library 
I 
Flutes 
---o·boes 
Tubas 
---.Drums 
Tympani 
----
VI. Miscellaneous 
Encircle 
Yes No 
Yes No 
l n Is any effort being made in your system to integrate music with 
other subjects? 
Connnent: 
--------------------------------------------------
2 . Is definite treatment given to defective singers? 
Comment: 
------------------------------------------------------
Yes No , 3. Do you make any field trips in music? 
Connnent: 
--------------------------------------------------
Yes No 4s Do you participate in music festivals? 
Connnent: 
--------------------------------------------------
Yes No 5. Do you keep a card file for guidance purposes? 
Yes No 6. Do you mark students in music? 
If yes, what scale do you use? Please indicate by checkmark (.-/) 
Letter marks (A, B, c, etc.) 
----- Numerical-Percentages 
Satisfactory and Unsatisfactory (S and U) 
--~- Other (Please describe) 
7. On what are marks based? Please check all that apply. 
Vocal ability 
---Vocal attempt 
Reading ability 
----- Attendance 
Effort '. 
--Attitude 
Written work 
----- Class Tests 
8. What awards are given for mus i cal activities? 
None Pins 
--- -----
Letter Awards Other 
---
Standardized tests 
----- Classroom discussion 
Instrumental ability 
--- Individual performance (solo) 
Badges 
-----
